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ABSTRACT

Since 2005, significant progress has been made in the problem of Consistent Query Answering
(CQA) with respect to primary keys. In this problem, the input is a database instance that may
violate one or more primary key constraints. A repair is defined as a maximal subinstance that
satisfies all primary keys. Given a Boolean query q, the question then is whether q holds true in
every repair.

So far, theoretical research in this field has not addressed the combination of primary key and for-
eign key constraints, despite the importance of referential integrity in database systems. This paper
addresses the problem of CQA with respect to both primary keys and foreign keys. In this setting, it
is natural to adopt the notion of symmetric-difference repairs, because foreign keys can be repaired
by inserting new tuples.

We consider the case where foreign keys are unary, and queries are conjunctive queries without
self-joins. In this setting, we characterize the boundary between those CQA problems that admit a
consistent first-order rewriting, and those that do not.

Keywords consistent query answering · primary key · foreign key · conjunctive query

1 Introduction

Consistent query answering (CQA) was introduced in [1] as a principled semantics for answering queries on incon-
sistent databases. A symmetric-difference repair (or ⊕-repair) of a database db is defined as a consistent database
r that ⊆-minimizes the symmetric difference with db. Informally, a ⊕-repair r becomes inconsistent as soon as we
insert into it more tuples of db, or delete from it tuples not in db. Then, given a query q(~x), an answer ~a is called
consistent if q(~a) holds true in every repair. The problem is often studied for Boolean queries q, where the question is
to determine whether q holds true on every repair of a given input database.

CQA has been studied in depth in case that the only constraints are primary keys, one per relation. In [2], this problem
was coined as CERTAINTY(q), in which notation it is understood that every relation name in q has a predefined
primary key. More than a decade of research has eventually resulted in the following complexity classification [3]:
for every self-join-free Boolean conjunctive query q, the problem CERTAINTY(q) is either in FO, L-complete, or
coNP-complete.

Now that this classification has been settled, it is natural to ask what happens if we add foreign key constraints. Indeed,
every relational database textbook is likely to introduce very soon the notion of referential integrity, i.e., foreign keys
referencing primary keys. In view thereof, one may even wonder why referential integrity in CQA has so far received
little theoretical research attention. One plausible explanation is that ⊕-repairs with respect to primary keys are easy
to characterize: every repair has to delete, in every block, all tuples but one, where a block is a maximal set of tuples
of the same relation that agree on their primary key. In contrast, ⊕-repairs with respect to foreign keys can introduce
new tuples, as illustrated next. It will become apparent in later sections that having, as repair primitives, both tuple
insertions and tuple deletions considerably complicates the theoretical treatment of CQA.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2203.13475v1


Consider the database of Fig. 1, in which primary keys are underlined. A tuple (d, o) in the relation R means that the
document with DOI d was written by the author with ORCiD o. The set of foreign keys is FK0 := {R[1] → DOCS,
R[2] → AUTHORS}. In this paper, we assume that every foreign key is unary (i.e., consists of a single attribute) and
that the referenced primary key is the leftmost attribute in the referenced table.

R doi orcid
d1 o1
d1 o2
d1 o3

AUTHORS orcid first last
o1 Jeff Ullman
o1 Jeffrey Ullman
o2 Jonathan Ullman

DOCS doi title year
d1 Some pairs problems 2016

Figure 1: Inconsistent database.

There is one foreign-key violation: the fact R(d1,o3) is dangling, because o3 is not an existing ORCiD in the table
AUTHORS. There is also one primary-key violation, because there are two distinct tuples with ORCiD o1 in the table
AUTHORS. This database has an infinite number of ⊕-repairs. To repair the primary-key violation, we must delete
either tuple with ORCiD o1 in the table AUTHORS. To repair the foreign-key violation, we can either delete the
fact R(d1,o3), or insert a new fact AUTHORS(o3, fi, la), where fi and la can be chosen arbitrarily. Consider now the
Boolean query:

Does some paper of 2016 have an author with first name Jeff ?

There is a repair in which the answer to this query is “no,” in which case we also say that “no” is the consistent answer.
In our setting, this Boolean query will be denoted by the following set of atoms:

q0 = {DOCS(x, t, ‘2016’),R(x, y),AUTHORS(y, ‘Jeff’, z)}.

We note that q0 satisfies the foreign keys in FK0 (when distinct variables are treated as distinct constants) and every
relation name that occurs in FK0 also occurs in q0, in which case we say that FK0 is about q0.

Data cleaning [4, 5] differs from CQA in that it tries to single out the single best repair before asking any query. We
view CQA as complementary to data cleaning. In the preceding example, it may take some time (and manual effort) to
find out what is the correct first name of the author with ORCiD o1, and how the dangling fact in R has to be cleaned.
An advantage of CQA is that we can immediately obtain some consistent query answers, which will hold true no
matter of which repair will be chosen during the data cleaning process.

For every self-join-free Boolean conjunctive query q, for every set of foreign keys that is about q, we define
CERTAINTY(q,FK) as the following problem:

PROBLEM CERTAINTY(q,FK).

Input: A database instance db.

Question: Is q true in every ⊕-repair w.r.t. foreign keys in FK and primary keys?

Obviously, if FK = ∅, then CERTAINTY(q,FK) becomes the well studied problem CERTAINTY(q).

Of special interest is the case where CERTAINTY(q,FK) is in the complexity class FO, which is the class of problems
that take a relational database instance as input and can be solved by a relational calculus query (a.k.a. consistent first-
order rewriting in the context of CQA). A major contribution of this paper can now be stated.

Theorem 1. For every self-join-free Boolean conjunctive query q, for every set of unary foreign keys FK that is
about q, it can be decided whether or not CERTAINTY(q,FK) is in FO. Furthermore, if CERTAINTY(q,FK) is in
FO, its consistent first-order rewriting can be effectively constructed.

We briefly discuss the remaining restrictions, leaving a more detailed discussion to Section 9. The requirement that
foreign keys be unary (i.e., consist of a single attribute) is met in our example, and is likely to be met in many real
life situations where entities are identified by unique identifiers (like DOI, ORCiD. . . ). Note that we allow composite
primary keys, as in the relation R in our example, but such composite primary keys cannot be referenced by a foreign
key. Nevertheless, some results in this paper are already proved for foreign keys that need not be unary.

The restriction that the set of foreign keys must be about the query needs some care during query writing. For example,
the question whether the author with ORCiD o1 has published some paper in 2016, should be formulated as follows:

q1 = {DOCS(x, t, ‘2016’),R(x, ‘o1’),AUTHORS(‘o1’, u, z)}.
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The third atom may look redundant in the latter query. However, FK0 is not about the shorter query
{DOCS(x, t, ‘2016’), R(x, ‘o1’)}, in which R(x, ‘o1’) is dangling with respect to R[2] → AUTHORS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 introduces preliminary
notions and results from the literature that are used in our work. In Section 4, we define a novel notion, called block-
interference, which plays a central role in a main theorem, given in Section 5, which implies Theorem 1. Sections 6
and 7 show that CERTAINTY(q,FK) is L-hard or NL-hard (and thus not in FO) under some conditions. Section 8
shows that if these conditions are not satisfied, then CERTAINTY(q,FK) is in FO. In this way, our main theorem will
be proved. A side result in Section 7 is the existence of NL-complete and P-complete cases of CERTAINTY(q,FK),
which complexity classes did not pop up in earlier studies that were restricted to primary keys. We conclude this paper
with a discussion in Section 9. All proofs and several helping lemmas have been moved to the appendix.

2 Related Work

Consistent query answering (CQA) was initiated in a seminal paper by Arenas, Bertossi, and Chomicki [1], in which
the notions of ⊕-repairs and consistent query answers were introduced. Recent overviews of two decades of research in
CQA are [6, 7]. From the latter overview, it is clear that different classes of constraints have been studied independently
in CQA. The current study is different in that it combines constraints from two classes: primary keys belong to the
larger class of equality-generating dependencies (egd), and foreign keys belong to the larger class of tuple-generating
dependencies (tgd). CQA has also been studied in the context of ontologies formulated in description logics; see [8]
for a recent overview.

The term CERTAINTY(q) was coined in 2010 [2] to refer to CQA for Boolean queries q on databases that violate
primary keys, one per relation, which are fixed by q’s schema. A systematic study of its complexity for self-join-
free conjunctive queries had started already in 2005 [9], and was eventually solved in two journal articles by Koutris
and Wijsen [10, 3], as follows: for every self-join-free Boolean conjunctive query, CERTAINTY(q) is either in FO,
L-complete, or coNP-complete, and it is decidable, given q, which case applies.

A few extensions beyond this trichotomy result are known. The complexity of CERTAINTY(q) for self-join-free
conjunctive queries with negated atoms was studied in [11]. For self-join-free conjunctive queries with respect to
multiple keys, it remains decidable whether or not CERTAINTY(q) is in FO [12]. The complexity landscape of
CERTAINTY(q) for path queries, a subclass of (not necessarily self-join-free) conjunctive queries, was settled in [13].
For unions of conjunctive queries q, Fontaine [14] established interesting relationships between CERTAINTY(q) and
Bulatov’s dichotomy theorem for conservative CSP [15].

The counting variant of CERTAINTY(q), denoted ♯CERTAINTY(q), asks to count the number of repairs that satisfy
some Boolean query q. For self-join-free conjunctive queries, ♯CERTAINTY(q) exhibits a dichotomy between FP
and ♯P-complete under polynomial-time Turing reductions [16]. This dichotomy also holds for queries with self-
joins if primary keys are singletons [17]. Calautti, Console, and Pieris present in [18] a complexity analysis of these
counting problems under weaker reductions, in particular, under many-one logspace reductions. The same authors
have conducted an experimental evaluation of randomized approximation schemes for approximating the percentage
of repairs that satisfy a given query [19]. Other approaches to making CQA more meaningful and/or tractable include
operational repairs [20] and preferred repairs [21, 22].

It is worthwhile to note that theoretical research in CERTAINTY(q) has stimulated implementations and experiments
in prototype systems [23, 24, 25, 26, 27].

3 Preliminaries

For a positive integer n, we write [n] for the set {1, . . . , n}. We assume denumerable sets of variables and constants.
A term is a variable or a constant. Every relation name is associated with a signature, which is a pair [n, k] of positive
integers, where n is the arity and k ∈ [n]; the set [k] is the primary key of R, and each i ∈ [k] is called a primary-key
position.

From here on, we assume a fixed database schema (i.e., a finite set of relation names with their associated signatures).

3.1 CQA for Primary Keys

We summarize notations and results used in CQA for primary keys. The following definitions are borrowed and
adapted from [10].
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If R is a relation name with signature [n, k], and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then R(t1, . . . , tk, tk+1, . . . , tn) is an R-atom

(or simply atom). If F is an atom, then vars(F ) denotes the set of variables that occur in F , and key(F ) denotes the set
of variables that occur in F at some primary-key position. An atom without variables is called a fact. Two facts A,B
are said to be key-equal, denoted A ∼ B, if they use the same relation name and agree on all primary-key positions.

A database (instance) is a finite set db of facts. From here on, db stands for a database instance. A Boolean
conjunctive query is a finite set q of atoms. We write vars(q) for the set of variables that occur in q, and const(q) for
the set of constants that occur in q. If x ∈ vars(q) and c is a constant, then q[x→c] is the query obtained from q by
replacing each occurrence of x with c; this notation naturally extends to sequences with more than one variable and
constant. A Boolean conjunctive query is self-join-free if it does not contain two atoms with the same relation name.
We write sjfBCQ for the class of all self-join-free Boolean conjunctive queries.

In contexts where a query q in sjfBCQ is understood, whenever we use a relation name R where an atom is expected,
we mean the (unique) R-atom of q.

A valuation over a set V of variables is a total mapping θ from V to the set of constants. A valuation is extended to
map every constant to itself. A valuation naturally extends to atoms and sets of atoms. A Boolean conjunctive query q
is satisfied by db, denoted db |= q, if there is a valuation over vars(q) such that θ(q) ⊆ db.

A block of db is a maximal subset of key-equal facts. If A is a fact in db, then block(A,db) denotes the block of db

that contains A. If A = R(~a,~b), then block(A,db) is also denoted by R(~a, ∗), and a fact in this block is said to be of
the form R(~a, ).

A repair of db with respect to primary keys is a maximal subset of db containing no two distinct key-equal facts. If q
is a Boolean conjunctive query, then CERTAINTY(q) is the problem that, given an input database instance db, asks
whether q is satisfied by every repair of db with respect to primary keys.

Instead of saying that a repair must not contain two distinct key-equal facts, we can say that, for every relation name R
of signature [n, k], a repair must satisfy the following primary-key constraint:

∀x1 · · · ∀xn∀yk+1 · · · ∀yn
((

R(x1, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . , xn)∧
R(x1, . . . , xk, yk+1, . . . , yn)

)

→
(
∧n

i=k+1 xi = yi
)

)

.
(1)

In the technical treatment, it will often be convenient to use PK for the set that contains such a formula for every
relation name in the database schema under consideration.

The complexity classification of CERTAINTY(q) uses the notion of attack graph [10] recalled next. For a query q
in sjfBCQ, we write K(q) for the set {key(F ) → vars(F ) | F ∈ q}, which is a set of functional dependencies over
vars(q). For an atom F ∈ q, we define F+,q := {x ∈ vars(q) | K(q \ {F}) |= key(F ) → x}. Informally, F+,q is the
set of variables that are functionally dependent on key(F ) via the functional dependencies in K(q \ {F}). The attack
graph of q is a directed graph whose vertices are the atoms of q; there is a directed edge from F to G, called an attack

and denoted F
q
 G, if F 6= G and there exists a sequence of variables x0, x1, . . . , xn, all belonging to vars(q)\F+,q,

such that x0 ∈ vars(F ), xn ∈ vars(G), and every two adjacent variables occur together in some atom of q. Moreover,
F is said to attack every variable in such a sequence. The following result obtains.

Theorem 2 ([10]). Let q be a query in sjfBCQ. If the attack graph of q is acyclic, then the problem CERTAINTY(q)
is in FO; otherwise CERTAINTY(q) is L-hard.

FO is used for the class of decision problems that take a database instance as input, and that can be solved by a closed
first-order formula.

3.2 Foreign keys

Let R be a relation name with signature [n, k], and S a relation name with signature [m, 1]. Possibly R = S. A foreign
key is an expression R[i] → S such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is called weak if i ≤ k, and strong otherwise. We say that this
foreign key is outgoing from R and referencing S. We say that a fact R(a1, . . . , an) of db is dangling (in db) with
respect to this foreign key if db contains no S-fact S(b1, b2, . . . , bn) such that ai = b1. A fact of db is dangling with
respect to a set of foreign keys if it is dangling with respect to some foreign key of the set. A set of foreign keys is
satisfied by db if db contains no dangling facts. Remark that foreign keys are unary by definition.

We write FK∗ for the set that contains every foreign key that is logically implied by FK (and that only uses relation
names of the database schema under consideration), where logical implication has its standard definition.
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The following notion of dependency graph is borrowed and adapted from [28, Def. 3.7], where it was defined for
general tgds. The dependency graph of a set FK of foreign keys is a directed graph. There is a vertex (R, i) whenever
R is a relation name that occurs in FK, say with signature [n, k], and i ∈ [n]. Such a pair (R, i) will be called a
position. More specifically, we say that (R, i) is a primary-key position if i ∈ [k], and otherwise a non-primary-key
position. Each foreign key R[i] → S in FK, where S has signature [m, 1], induces a directed edge from (R, i) to
(S, j), for every j ∈ [m]. An edge from (R, i) to (S, j) is called special if j 6= 1. For a set of positions P , we define
the closure PFK of P under FK as the set of all positions (R, i) such that there is a path (possibly of length 0) from
some position in P to (R, i) in the dependency graph of FK. The complement of PFK (with respect to all positions of
the database schema under consideration), denoted P co

FK, is the set of positions (R, i) /∈ PFK. Note that if a relation
name R of arity n occurs in a query but not in FK, then P co

FK includes {(R, i)|i ∈ [n]}, even though the positions in
the latter set are not vertices of the dependency graph.

Example 3. Let FK = {R[1] → S, R[3] → T }, where R has signature [3, 2], and S and T both have signature [2, 1].
The foreign key R[1] → S is weak, and R[3] → T is strong. The dependency graph of FK contains directed edges
from (R, 1) to every position in {(S, 1), (S, 2)}, and directed edges from (R, 3) to every position in {(T, 1), (T, 2)}.
The edges ending in (S, 2) or (T, 2) are special.

The following definition of query containment under foreign keys is borrowed and adapted from [29], where it was
studied for general inclusion dependencies. For Boolean queries, containment boils down to logical entailment. Let

FK be a set of foreign keys, and let q and q′ be two Boolean queries. We say that q entails q′ underFK, written q
FK

|= q′,
if for every database instance db that satisfies FK, if db |= q, then db |= q′. We say that q and q′ are equivalent

under FK, written q
FK

≡ q′, if q
FK

|= q′ and q′
FK

|= q. For example, if R and S have arity 1 and FK = {R[1] → S}, then

{R(x)}
FK

≡ {R(x), S(x)}.

Finally, we will restrict the sets FK of foreign keys that will be allowed for a query q in sjfBCQ. We say that FK
is about q if every foreign key in FK is satisfied by q (when distinct variables are treated as distinct constants) and,
moreover, every relation name that occurs in FK also occurs in q.

3.3 CQA for Primary and Foreign Keys

Symmetric-difference repairs were defined in [1] as follows, for any set of integrity constraints.

We write ⊕ for symmetric set difference. Let db be a database instance. Whenever r, s are database instances, we
write r �db s if db ⊕ r ⊆ db ⊕ s. If r �db s, we also say that r is ⊕-closer to db than s. It can be easily verified
that �db is a partial order on the set of all database instances. We write r ≺db s if r �db s and r 6= s.

Let FK be a set of foreign keys. A ⊕-repair of db with respect to FK ∪ PK1(or repair for short) is a database
instance r such that: (i) r satisfies FK ∪ PK, and (ii) there is no database instance s such that s ≺db r and s satisfies
FK∪PK. A subset-repair is a ⊕-repair r satisfying r ⊆ db, and a superset-repair is a ⊕-repair r satisfying db ⊆ r.

The next example shows that ⊕-repairs can be less intuitive and more diverse than subset-repairs or superset-repairs
alone.

Example 4. Let q = {R(x, y), S(y, z), T (z)} and FK = {R[2] → S, S[2] → T }. Let db = {R(a, b), S(b, c)}.
Then the following are three ⊕-repairs:

r1 = {},

r2 = {R(a, b), S(b, 1), T (1)},

r3 = {R(a, b), S(b, c), T (c)}.

r1 is a subset-repair, and r3 a superset-repair. It may be counter-intuitive that r3 is not strictly ⊕-closer to db than r2.
Note however:

db⊕ r2 = {S(b, c), S(b, 1), T (1)},

db⊕ r3 = {T (c)}.

Since the latter two sets are not comparable by ⊆, we have that r2 and r3 are not comparable by �db.

Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of foreign keys about q. We write CERTAINTY(q,FK) for the decision
problem that takes as input a database instance and asks whether q is true in every ⊕-repair with respect to FK ∪PK.

1Recall that PK is the set of primary-key constraints, of the form (1), that can be derived from the relation names in db.
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The following is relative to a fixed problem CERTAINTY(q,FK). A consistent first-order rewriting is a closed first-
order formula ϕ such that a database instance is a “yes”-instance of the problem CERTAINTY(q,FK) if and only
if it satisfies ϕ. Clearly, the existence of a consistent first-order rewriting coincides with the problem being in the
complexity class FO.

4 Block-Interference

Block-interference is a novel notion that plays a significant role in the complexity classification of
CERTAINTY(q,FK). Its definition is technical, but the following example should be helpful to convey the intuition.

Let q = {N(x, c, y), O(y)} with FK = {N [3] → O}, where c is a constant. Consider the following database instance,
where the value� in the last N -fact is yet unspecified.

db =

N x c y
b1 c 1
b1 d 2
b2 c 2
b2 d 3
b3 c 3
b3 d 4
...

...
...

bn c n
bn d n+ 1

bn+1 � n+ 1

O y

1

Note that all N -facts, except the first one, are dangling. Our goal is to construct a ⊕-repair r that falsifies q. Such a
⊕-repair must obviously choose N(b1, d, 2) in the first N -block, which implies that O(2) must be inserted. But then

N(b2, c, 2) is no longer dangling, and, as a consequence, r must contain an N -fact from the second N -block. In order

to falsify q, r must choose N(b2, d, 3) in the second block, which implies that O(3) must be inserted. By repeating
the same reasoning, r must be as follows:

r =

N x c y
b1 d 2
b2 d 3
...

...
...

bn d n+ 1
bn+1 � n+ 1

O y

1
2
3
...

n+ 1

This is a falsifying ⊕-repair if (and only if) � 6= c. It is now correct to conclude that db is a “yes”-instance of
CERTAINTY(q,FK) if and only if � = c. Note that for db′ := db \ {O(1)}, we have that the empty database
instance is a ⊕-repair of db′, and hence db′ is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK).

Informally, in deciding whether or not db is a “yes”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK), we had to start from the first
N -block, then repeatedly move to the next N -block, and finally inspect the value of � in the last N -block. It is now
unsurprising that CERTAINTY(q,FK) is not in FO (as formally proved in Section 7), because our movement from
block to block goes well beyond the locality of first-order logic [30, Chapter 4]. The notion of block-interference will
capture what is going on in this example. Two more things are to notice:

• The occurrence of the constant c in N(x, c, y) is important in the above example, because it is used to
distinguish, within each N -block, between satisfying and falsifying N -facts. Instead of a constant, we could
have used two occurrences of a same variable, for example, N(x, y, y) (and adapt db accordingly). On the
other hand, block-interference disappears if we replace N(x, c, y) with N(x, z, y) in q, where z is a fresh
variable occurring only once.

• Block-interference will also disappear if we replace O(y) with O(y, c) or O(y, y) in the above example,

because then the O-facts in r \ db can take the form O(i,⊥) for some fresh constant ⊥ which cannot be
used for making the query true. On the other hand, if we replace O(y) with O(y, w) in q, where w is a fresh
variable occurring only once, then block-interference will remain.

We now proceed with formalizing block-interference in a number of steps. First, we introduce a concept called
obedience which, as we will see, plays a central role in block-interference.
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Definition 5 (Obedience). Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of foreign keys about q. Let R be a relation name
of signature [n, k], and let P ⊆ {(R, i) | i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}} be a set of positions. Define qFK

P as the smallest subset

of q such that if the closure PFK contains a position (S, j), then qFK
P contains the S-atom of q. We also write qFK

R as

a shorthand for qFK
PR

, where PR := {(R, i) | i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}}.

Let the R-atom of q be F = R(~s, tk+1, . . . , tn), and define FP := R(~s, uk+1, . . . , un) where for every i ∈ {k +
1, . . . , n}, ui = ti if (R, i) 6∈ P , and ui is a fresh variable otherwise. We say that the set P of positions is obedient
(over FK and q) if

(

q \ qFK
P

)

∪ {FP }
FK

|= q, (2)

where it is to be noted that the logical entailment in the other direction holds vacuously true (and therefore we also get
FK

≡ -equivalence). Furthermore, we say that atom F is obedient (over FK and q) if the set of positions {(R, i) | i ∈
{k+ 1, . . . , n}} is obedient (over FK and q). If FK and q are clear from the context, we may simply say that a set of
positions or an atom is obedient. A set of positions (or an atom) is called disobedient if it is not obedient.

Example 6. Consider again q = {N(x, c, y), O(y)} with FK = {N [3] → O}. We first argue that P0 := {(N, 2)} is

not obedient. We have qFK
P0

= {N(x, c, y)}, because the dependency graph has an empty path from (N, 2) to itself,

and no path from (N, 2) to (O, 1). The left-hand expression in (2) then becomes {N(x, u2, y), O(y)}, which is not
FK

≡ -equivalent to q.

We next argue that P1 := {(N, 3)} is obedient. We have qFK
P1

= q, because the dependency graph has an empty path

from (N, 3) to itself, and an edge from (N, 3) to (O, 1). The left-hand expression in (2) becomes {N(x, c, u3)}. We

have {N(x, c, u3)}
FK

≡ {N(x, c, u3), O(u3)}, and the latter query is obviously
FK

≡ -equivalent to q.

Note finally that the atom O(y) is obviously obedient, because it has no non-primary-key positions.

The concept of obedience can also be given a purely syntactic description, which will be useful in the technical
treatment. The proof of the following theorem is given in Appendix B.

Theorem 7 (Syntactic obedience). Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of unary foreign keys about q. Let
P ⊆ {(R, i) | i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}} for some relation name R of signature [n, k]. Then, P is obedient if and only if all
the following conditions hold true on the dependency graph of FK:

(I) no position of P belongs to a cycle;

(II) no constant occurs in q at a position of PFK;

(III) no variable occurs in q both at a position of PFK and a position of P co
FK; and

(IV) no variable occurs in q at two distinct non-primary-key positions of PFK.

Theorem 7 has the following immediate corollary, which implies that obedience can be treated as a property of single
positions.

Corollary 8. Let q, FK, and P be as in the statement of Theorem 7. Then, P is obedient over FK and q if and only
if {(R, i)} is obedient over FK and q for all (R, i) ∈ P .

Informally, Theorem 7 implies that if a set P of positions is obedient, then PFK is of the form depicted in Fig. 2,
where arrows represent foreign keys and primary-key positions are boxed (relation names are omitted). In particular,
the figure shows the absence of cycles, constants, and variables that are repeated within a same atom.

We now come to Definition 9 of block-interference, which uses the following adapted notion of Gaifman graph [30,
Def. 4.1]. For a query in sjfBCQ and V ⊆ vars(q), we define GV (q) for the undirected graph whose vertex-set is V ,
and where {x, y} is an undirected edge if x = y or there is F ∈ q such that {x, y} ⊆ vars(F ) ∩ V .

Definition 9 (Block-interfering). Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of foreign keys about q. Let N [j] → O
be a strong foreign key in FK∗. Let N(t1, . . . , tk, tk+1, . . . , tn) and O(tj , ~y) be atoms in q (since the foreign key is

strong, j > k). Let V = {v ∈ vars(q′) | K(q) 6|= ∅ → {v}}, where q′ := q \ {N(t1, . . . , tk, tk+1, . . . , tn)}. We say
that this foreign key is block-interfering (in q) if the following hold:

1. the atom O(tj , ~y) is obedient;

2. tj is a variable in V (thus K(q) 6|= ∅ → {tj}); and

3. at least one of the following holds true:
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t1 t2 t3 y1 y2 t4

y1 y3 y1 y4 y5 y2 y6 y7 y8 y9

y3 y10 y4 y4 y11 y7 y12 y9 y13 y14 y15

t1 . . . tn +

P

qFK

P

Figure 2: Structure of qFK
P over obedient P (omitting weak foreign keys). Terms t1, . . . , tn occupying P co

FK do not

occur among the (pairwise distinct) variables y1, . . . , y15 occupyingPFK. The polygon encloses qFK
P ; the green boxes

mark PFK.

(a) {(N, k + 1), . . . , (N,n)} \ {(N, j)} is not obedient; or

(b) for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ti and tj are (not necessarily distinct) variables that are connected in GV (q
′).

We say that the pair (q,FK) has block-interference if some foreign key of FK∗ is block-interfering in q.

It can be seen that, due to properties (3a) or (3b) in Definition 9, the N -atom in this definition will itself be disobedient.

Example 10. Continuing Example 6, consider again the query q = {N(x, c, y), O(y)} with FK = {N [3] → O},

where the atom O(y) is obviously obedient. Following the notations of Definition 9, we obtain block-interference by

letting j = 3 and therefore tj = y. The set difference in item (3a) of Definition 9 becomes {(N, 2)}, which is not
obedient as shown in Example 6.

The following example shows the use of property (3b) in Definition 9.

Example 11. Consider q0 = {N ′(x, y), O(y), T (x, y)} and FK = {N ′[2] → O}. In comparison with the previous
Example 10, we removed the constant c that allowed us to distinguish, within an N -block, between satisfying and
falsifying N -facts. However, since x and y occur together in the T -atom of q0, we can now use T -facts to make
this distinction. Indeed, in the database db at the beginning of this section, we can replace every “satisfying” fact
N(bi, c, i) with two facts N ′(bi, i) and T (bi, i), while every “falsifying” fact N(bi, d, i + 1) is replaced with a single

fact N ′(bi, i+ 1) (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1). Informally, the role of the constant c is now played by T .

To illustrate the role of the set V in Definition 9, we note that our construction with T -facts would fail if for some
constant a, the query q0 also contained R(a, x) (yielding a functional dependency ∅ → {x}), because no ⊕-repair can
contain both R(a, bi) and R(a, bj) with i 6= j.

5 Main Theorem

The following theorem refines Theorem 1 by adding the conditions to decide whether or not CERTAINTY(q,FK) is
in FO. To show that a problem CERTAINTY(q,FK) is not in FO, we show that it is L-hard or NL-hard.

Theorem 12. Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and let FK be a set of unary foreign keys about q. Then,

1. if the attack graph of q is acyclic and (q,FK) has no block-interference, then CERTAINTY(q,FK) is in FO
(and its consistent first-order rewriting can be effectively constructed);

2. if the attack graph of q is cyclic, then CERTAINTY(q,FK) is L-hard (and therefore not in FO); and

3. if (q,FK) has block-interference, then CERTAINTY(q,FK) is NL-hard (and therefore not in FO).

Moreover, it can be decided, given q and FK, which case applies.

There is an easy proof for the last line in the statement of the above theorem. Indeed, it is known that, given q in
sjfBCQ, it can be decided in quadratic time whether or not q’s attack graph is acyclic [10, Theorem 3.2]. Moreover,
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it is clear that the existence of block-interference is decidable in polynomial time by inspecting the conditions in
Definition 9 and the syntactic characterization of obedience in Theorem 7.

The following example illustrates Theorem 12, and shows that consistent query answering over foreign keys depends
in a subtle way on the syntax of the query.

Example 13. For variables x, y, z, w, and a constant c, let

FK = {N [3] → O};

q1 = {N(x, u, y), O(y, w)};

q2 = {N(x, c, y), O(y, w)};

q3 = {N(x, c, y), O(y, c)}.

Note that q2 and q3 can be obtained from q1 by replacing variables with constants: q2 = q1[u→c] and q3 = q1[u,w→c,c].

The attack graph of each query is acyclic, and hence CERTAINTY(qi) is in FO for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The complexity and
consistent first-order rewritings change as follows in the presence of FK.

• CERTAINTY(q1,FK) is in FO because N [3] → O is not block-interfering in q1, even though the atom
O(y, w) is obedient. It can be formally verified that condition (3a) in Definition 9 is not satisfied: the

position (N, 2) in q1 is obedient, because it is occupied by a variable that occurs only once in the query. The
consistent first-order rewriting for CERTAINTY(q1,FK) is the query q1 itself. Remarkably, this is different
from the consistent first-order rewriting for CERTAINTY(q1) (i.e., in the absence of foreign keys). To see
the difference, note that the following database instance is a “yes”-instance of CERTAINTY(q1,FK), but a
“no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q1).

N x u y
c 1 a
c 2 b

O y w

a 3

• CERTAINTY(q2,FK) is NL-hard, because N [3] → O is block-interfering in q2. Informally, this is because
the position (N, 2) is now occupied by a constant c and therefore not obedient.

• CERTAINTY(q3,FK) is again in FO, because N [3] → O is not block-interfering in q2. The reason is
that the O-atom is no longer obedient because its non-primary-key position is now occupied by a constant.
With some effort, one can see that CERTAINTY(q3,FK) and CERTAINTY(q3) have the same consistent
first-order rewriting.

To conclude, replacing a variable by a constant can increase or decrease the complexity, depending on where the
variable occurs. This behavior is typical of foreign keys, and does not occur in the case of only primary keys.

The following sections are devoted to the proof of Theorem 12. In Section 6, we prove item (2) of Theorem 12, and in
Section 7 we prove item (3). Finally, item (1) is shown in Section 8.

6 L-Hardness

We know from Theorem 2 that CERTAINTY(q,FK) is L-hard if FK = ∅ and the attack graph of q is cyclic. The
following lemma tells us that this complexity lower bound remains valid if we add foreign keys to FK. It is worth
mentioning that it can be proved for foreign keys that need not be unary (see Appendix C).

Lemma 14. Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and FK be a set of foreign keys about q. If q has a cyclic attack graph, then
CERTAINTY(q,FK) is L-hard.

For example, since the attack graph of q = {R(x, y), S(y, x)} is cyclic, CERTAINTY(q,FK) is L-hard, for every

FK that is a (possibly empty) subset of {R[2] → S, S[2] → R}.

7 NL-hardness

The following lemma, proven in Appendix D, restates item (3) of Theorem 12.
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s

1

2

t

N x c y
s c s
s d 1

7→ s d 2
1 c 1
2 c 2
2 d t

O y

s

Figure 3: Reduction from graph reachability.

R-atom S-atom Type

weak
→ Lemma 36

obedient obedient o
str
→ o Lemma 37

disobedient disobedient d
str
→ d Lemma 39

disobedient obedient d
str
→ o Lemmas 40 and 45

Figure 4: Reductions that remove foreign keys R[i] → S.

Lemma 15. Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and FK be a set of unary foreign keys about q. If (q,FK) has block-
interference, then the problem CERTAINTY(q,FK) is NL-hard.

For an intuition why block-interference leads to NL-hardness, consider again the example with q = {N(x, c, y), O(y)}
and FK = {N [3] → O}, elaborated in the beginning of Section 4, where it was argued that CERTAINTY(q,FK)
goes beyond locality of first-order logic. With this preceding example in mind, it should not come as a surprise that
directed graph reachability can be reduced to (the complement of) CERTAINTY(q,FK). In graph reachability, the
input consists of a directed graph and two vertices (s and t), and the question is whether there is a directed path from s
to t. The problem is NL-hard, even if the graphs are acyclic. Figure 3 illustrates a straightforward reduction: for every
vertex v such that v 6= t, add an N -fact N(v, c, v); for every directed edge (u,w), add N(u, d, w). Finally, add O(s).
The path from s to t (via vertex 2) in the database instance of Fig. 3 can be cooked into the following ⊕-repair that
falsifies q:

N x c y
s d 2
2 d t

O y

s
2
t

On the other hand, it can be easily verified that there would be no falsifying ⊕-repair if every path starting from s
ended in a vertex other than t. The reasoning is analogous to the one used in the beginning of Section 4.

The previous example gives a correct intuition for the proof of Lemma 15. The reason why its proof is technically
much more involved is that Definition 9 (and especially condition (3a) in it) exhibits several ways in which block-
interference can arise. In the previous example, we only looked at the very simple case where block-interference uses
a constant. In more difficult situations, block-interference arises from cycles in the dependency graph or repetitions of
variables.

In the absence of foreign keys, for every q in sjfBCQ, the problem CERTAINTY(q) is either in FO, L-complete, or
coNP-complete [3]. Interestingly, in the presence of foreign keys, NL-completeness and P-completeness also pop up,
as shown next.

Proposition 16. CERTAINTY(q,FK) is NL-complete for q = {N(x, x), O(x)} and FK = {N [2] → O}.

Proposition 17. CERTAINTY(q,FK) is P-complete for q = {N(x, c, y), O(y)} and FK = {N [3] → O}.

A fine-grained complexity classification for all problems in the set {CERTAINTY(q,FK) |
q ∈ sjfBCQ and FK is about q} is open; in the current paper, we succeed in tracing the FO-boundary in the
above set.

8 First-Order Rewritability

The following lemma restates item (1) of Theorem 12.
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Lemma 18. Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of unary foreign keys about q. If the attack graph of q is acyclic
and (q,FK) has no block-interference, then CERTAINTY(q,FK) is in FO (and its consistent first-order rewriting
can be effectively constructed).

We sketch how the previous lemma is proved (see Appendix E for full details). For two decision problems P1 and P2,
we write P1 ≤FO

m P2 if there exists a first-order many-one reduction from P1 to P2.

Let q and FK be as stated in Lemma 18 such that the attack graph of q is acyclic and (q,FK) has no block-interference.
The proof strategy is to show that one can construct a query q′ in sjfBCQ such that q′ has an acyclic attack graph and

CERTAINTY(q,FK) ≤FO

m CERTAINTY(q′, ∅). (3)

Since the latter problem has an empty set of foreign keys, it is in FO by Theorem 2.

Equation (3) is shown by a composition of first-order reductions, each of which removes at least one foreign key,
and some of which remove obedient atoms or replace variables with constants. The helping lemmas that define these
reductions are summarized in Fig. 4 and are given in Appendix E. We distinguish between four types of foreign keys.

A strong foreign key R[i] → S is of a type in {o
str
→ o, d

str
→ d, d

str
→ o}, depending on whether the R-atom or S-atom

are obedient (symbol o) or disobedient (symbol d). Note that there is no type o
str
→ d, because if the R-atom is obedient

and the foreign key is strong, then the S-atom is necessarily obedient as well. For weak foreign keys there is only one

type, denoted
weak
→ .

Note in Definition 9 that only foreign keys of type d
str
→ o can be block-interfering. Unsurprisingly, the requirement,

in Lemma 18, that (q,FK) has no block-interference is used in (and only in) the helping Lemma 40 that shows the

removal of foreign keys of type d
str
→ o.

It becomes apparent from the proofs of the helping lemmas that wheneverCERTAINTY(q,FK) is in FO, its consistent
first-order rewriting is very similar to that of CERTAINTY(q) [10], except for obedient atoms referenced by strong
foreign keys. For example, consider q = {N(c, y), O(y), P (y)} with FK = {N [2] → O}, where O is referenced but

P is not. The following is a consistent first-order rewriting for CERTAINTY(q,FK):

∃y
(

N(c, y) ∧O(y)
)

∧ ∀y
(

N(c, y) → P (y)
)

.

Note the asymmetric treatment of O and P in the above formula. In this respect, it is instructive to note that the
following database instance satisfies the previous formula and hence is a “yes”-instance. However, removing either
P (a) or P (b) turns it into a “no”-instance.

N c y
c a
c b

O y

a

P y

a
b

9 Discussion

While CQA for primary keys was successfully studied in the past 15 years, CQA with respect to both primary and
foreign keys remained largely unexplored. We made a significant contribution by tracing the FO-boundary in the
set {CERTAINTY(q,FK) | q ∈ sjfBCQ and FK is about q}, under the restriction that foreign keys are unary (but
primary keys can be composite). If FK = ∅, then these problems only have primary-key constraints, in which case a
complete complexity classification in FO, L-complete, and coNP-complete is already known [12]. For non-empty sets
FK, a complete complexity classification beyond FO is left open. Our paper nevertheless shows that the complexity
landscape is more diverse than for primary keys alone, as Propositions 16 and 17 show that there are NL-complete and
P-complete problems in the above set of problems.

It is an open research task to release our restrictions that foreign-keys are unary and are about the query, as discussed
next.

• Our assumption that all foreign keys are unary excludes, for example, a query with atoms R(x, y, z),
S(x, z, y) and foreign key R[1, 3] → S. The difficulty here is that the foreign key covers both a primary-key
and a non-primary-key position of R. In future research, we will investigate how our constructs of obedience
and block-interfering can be generalized to composite foreign keys.

• Our assumption that all foreign keys are about the query excludes, for example, the problem in the following
Proposition 19, because q = {E(x, y)} does not satisfy E[2] → E (when x and y are treated as distinct
constants).
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Proposition 19. Let q = {E(x, y)} and FK = {E[2] → E}. Then, CERTAINTY(q,FK) is NL-hard.

Concerning the previous proposition, note that every conjunctive query q′ that includes q and satisfies FK
contains a self-join. The shortest such a query is q′ = {E(x, y), E(y, x)}. CQA for conjunctive queries with
self-joins is a notorious open problem, even in the absence of foreign keys.
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A Helping Notions and Lemmas

In this section, we define more preliminary notions and helping lemmas. The following definitions are relative to a
database instance db, a query q in sjfBCQ, and a set FK of foreign keys.

We write adom(db) for the set of constants that occur in db, also called its active domain.

A variable x ∈ vars(q) is called orphan (in q) if x occurs only once in q, and this single occurrence is at a non-primary-
key position. Similarly, a constant c in db is called orphan (in db) if c occurs only once in db, and this single
occurrence is at a non-primary-key position.

Two variables x, y ∈ vars(q) are said to be connected in q if x = y or there exists a sequence x0, x1, . . . , xℓ of
variables in vars(q) such that x0 = x, xℓ = y, and every two adjacent variables occur together in some atom of q.

We say that a fact A of db is relevant for q in db if there exists a valuation θ over vars(q) such that A ∈ θ(q) ⊆ db

(and therefore A ∈ db); otherwise A is irrelevant. A block of db is relevant if it contains at least one relevant fact.

We write db↾q for the restriction of db to those facts whose relation name occurs in q. We write FK↾q for the set of
those foreign keys in FK that only use relation names in q. Clearly, if FK is about q, then FK↾q = q.

If R is a relation name with signature [n, 1], then the (weak) foreign key R[1] → R is called trivial, because it cannot
be falsified. If FK is a set of foreign keys and R a relation name, then FK[R →] is the set of foreign keys in FK that
are outgoing from R, and FK[→ R] is the set of foreign keys in FK that are referencing R.

Lemma 20. Let PK ∪ FK be a set of primary keys and foreign keys. Let db be a (possibly inconsistent) database
instance, and let r be a ⊕-repair of db. Let s be a database instance such that s ⊆ r ∪ db and s |= PK ∪ FK. For
every fact A ∈ s ∩ db, there is a fact A′ ∈ r ∩ db such that A′ ∼ A.

Proof. Let s \ r = {A1, A2, . . . , An}. Since s ⊆ r ∪ db, each Ai belongs to db. Let t0 := r. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

1. if r ∩ db contains a fact that is key-equal to Ai, let ti := ti−1;

2. if r \ db contains a fact A′
i that is key-equal to Ai, let ti := (ti−1 \ {A′

i}) ∪ {Ai}; and

3. if r contains no fact that is key-equal to Ai, let ti := ti−1 ∪ {Ai}.

Let t := tn. From r |= PK and s |= PK, it follows t |= PK by construction.
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We show that t |= FK. To this end, let R[i] → S be a foreign key in FK, and let R(a1, . . . , an) be a fact in t. If
R(a1, . . . , an) ∈ r, then this foreign key is satisfied by t because r |= FK and, by construction, every fact in r is
key-equal to a fact in t. Assume next that R(a1, . . . , an) ∈ s \ r. Since R(a1, . . . , an) ∈ s and s |= FK, s contains a
fact S(ai, ). By construction, t will contain a fact that is key-equal to S(ai, ).

By construction, r∩db ⊆ t and t ⊆ r∪db. It follows t �db r. If (2) or (3) are applied once or more, then t ≺db r,
contradicting that r is a ⊕-repair. It follows that only (1) applies, which means that for every A ∈ s ∩ db, r contains
a fact of block(A,db).

Lemma 21. Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of foreign keys that is satisfied by q (when distinct variables
are treated as distinct constants). Let db be a (possibly inconsistent) database instance. Let r be a database instance
that satisfies FK ∪ PK. Let θ be a valuation over vars(q) satisfying the following conditions:

1. θ(q) ⊆ db ∪ r; and

2. there is a fact A ∈ θ(q) \ r such that r ∩ db contains no fact that is key-equal to A.

Then r is not a ⊕-repair.

Proof. Since q |= FK and since q ∈ sjfBCQ, we have θ(q) |= PK ∪ FK. Assume towards a contradiction that
r is a ⊕-repair. By Lemma 20, for every fact A ∈ θ(q) ∩ db, there is a fact A′ ∈ r ∩ db such that A′ ∼ A,
contradicting (2).

Corollary 22. Let FK be a set of foreign keys. Let q be a query in sjfBCQ that satisfies FK (when distinct variables
are treated as distinct constants). Let N be a relation name that occurs in q. For every database instance db, if blk
is an N -block of db that is relevant for qFK

N in db, then every ⊕-repair of db contains a fact from blk.

Proof. Let db be a database instance. Let θ be a valuation over vars(qFK
N ) such that θ(qFK

N ) ⊆ db. Let A be the

N -fact in θ(q). Since it is easily verified that θ(qFK
N ) is consistent with respect to FK and primary keys, it follows by

Lemma 20 that every ⊕-repair contains a fact of block(A,db).

B Proofs for Section 4

In this section we show that the concept of obedience can be characterized in syntactic terms (Theorem 7). The proof
relies on Lemma 24 which is proven using the below chase rule.

Let FK be a set of unary foreign keys that is about some query q in sjfBCQ. Let db be a database, and let
C ⊆ adom(db). Let ⊥,⊤ be two fresh constant (i.e., ⊥,⊤ /∈ const(q) ∪ adom(db)). Consider the following
non-deterministic chase rule.

Chase rule. If T (a1, . . . , ak, ak+1, . . . , am) ∈ db is dangling with respect to T [i] → U ∈ FK, extend db with

U(ai, b2, . . . , bm), where {b2, . . . , bm} ⊆ Ĉ.

Above, we say that U(ai, b2, . . . , bm) is generated by T [i] → U and T (a1, . . . , ak, ak+1, . . . , am). Denote by

chase(db,FK, C) the set of all database instances obtained from db by applying the chase rule as many times as
possible with respect to foreign key set FK and constant set C. Note that each database in chase(db,FK, C) is finite.

Given positions (R, i) and (S, j), consider also the following additional restrictions for the chase rule:

1. b2 = · · · = bm = ai; except that bi 6= ai if U = R.

2. b2, . . . , bm ∈ C; except that bi = ⊥ if U = R, and bj = ⊥ if U = S.

We denote by chase(1)(db,FK, C, (R, i)) (resp.

chase(2)(db,FK, C, (R, i), (S, j))) the set of all db ∈ chase(db,FK, C) whose construction obeys restriction (1)
(resp. restriction (2)) over position (R, j) (resp. positions (R, i) and (S, j)) of the chase rule.

Definition 23. Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and let FK be a set of unary foreign keys that is about q. Let db be a
database instance, and let A = R(~a, bk+1, . . . , bn) ∈ db. Let F = R(~s, tk+1, . . . , tn) ∈ q be an atom over signature
[n, k], and let P ⊆ {(R, i) | i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}} be a set of positions that does not satisfy some of the conditions
listed in Theorem 7. Define F ∗ := R(~s, uk+1, . . . , un), where for every i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}, ui = ti if (R, i) 6∈ P ,
and ui = bi otherwise. Define q∗ := (q \ {F}) ∪ {F ∗}, and

dbA,P := db \ q∗,
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for a database instancedb constructed as follows (depending on which condition of Theorem 7 is violated, and viewing
q∗ as a database by interpreting its variables as constants):

(a) If P does not satisfy condition (I),

db ∈ chase(1)(q∗,FK, C, (R, i)),

for any (R, i) ∈ P that belongs to a cycle in the dependency graph of FK.

(b) Otherwise, if P does not satisfy condition (II) or (III),

db ∈ chase(q∗,FK, C).

(c) Otherwise, if P does not satisfy condition (IV),

db ∈ chase(2)(q∗,FK, C, (R, i), (S, j)),

for any two non-primary-key positions (R, i), (S, j) ∈ PFK that are occupied in q by the same variable.

For a database instance db, define

keyconst(db) := adom({R′(~a) | ∃~b : R(~a,~b) ∈ db}).

In words, keyconst(db) is the set of constants that appear at a primary-key position in db.

Lemma 24. Let q be a query in sjfBCQ, and let FK be a set of unary foreign keys that is about q. Let db be a
database instance, and let A = R(~a, bk+1, . . . , bn) ∈ db. Let P ⊆ {(R, i) | i ∈ {k+1, . . . , n}} be a set of positions
that does not satisfy some of the conditions listed in Theorem 7. Assume that C := {bi | (R, i) ∈ P} consists of
orphan constants of db that do not belong to const(q). Then, the following holds:

1. keyconst(db) ∩ adom(dbA,P ) = ∅;

2. adom(db) ∩ adom(dbA,P ) ⊆ C;

3. dbA,P |= PK ∪ FK;

4. A is not dangling in {A} ∪ dbA,P with respect to any R[i] → S ∈ FK such that (R, i) ∈ P ; and

5. every fact of {A} ∪ dbA,P is irrelelevant for q in db ∪ dbA,P .

Proof. Let q∗ and F ∗ be as in Definition 23. Define Ĉ := C ∪ {⊥,⊤}.

Item (1). Since q |= FK, we note that no atom in q∗ is dangling with respect to FK, with the exception that F ∗

is dangling with respect to foreign keys of the form R[i] → S ∈ FK, where (R, i) ∈ P . Hence we observe that

adom(dbA,P ) ⊆ Ĉ. Moreover, no constant of Ĉ appears at a primary-key position of any fact in db (due to C
consisting of orphan constants of db, each of which appears at a non-primary-key position of some fact in db). Hence
we obtain that keyconst(db) ∩ adom(dbA,P ) = ∅.

Item (2). Trivial by adom(dbA,P ) ⊆ Ĉ and ⊥,⊤ /∈ adom(db).

Item (3). We have adom(dbA,P ) ⊆ Ĉ and Ĉ ∩ const(q) = ∅. It follows that no constant of adom(dbA,P ) appears at
a primary-key position of any atom in q∗. It follows by the chase construction that dbA,P |= FK. That dbA,P |= PK
is likewise a consequence of the chase construction.

Item (4). Let R[i] → S ∈ FK, where (R, i) ∈ P . Since q∗ 6|= R[i] → S, it must be the case that dbA,P contains an
S-fact whose unique primary-key constant is bi. The statement of item (4) follows from this.

Item (5). Assume toward contradiction that there exists a valuation µ such that µ(q) ⊆ db∪dbA,P and µ(q)∩({A}∪
dbA,P ) 6= ∅. Consider first the following claim. The proof does not depend on the version of the chase rule being
used.

Claim 25. µ(F ) ∈ {A} ∪ dbA,P .

Proof. As observed previously, since q |= FK, no atom in q∗ is dangling with respect to FK, except that F ∗ is
be dangling with respect to foreign keys of the form R[i] → S ∈ FK, (R, i) ∈ P . In particular, any sequence of
applications of the chase rule to q∗ is initialized by a foreign key of this form. Hence, using the assumption that
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µ(q) ∩ dbA,P 6= ∅, we find a path ((T1, i1), . . . , (Tp, ip)) in the dependency graph of FK such that (T1, i1) ∈ P
and µ(Gp) ∈ dbA,P , where by Gi, i ∈ [p], we denote the unique Ti-atom of q. W.l.o.g. we may assume that
{(T2, i2), . . . , (Tp, ip)} ∩ P = ∅. Let s1, . . . , sp be the terms occupying positions (T1, i1), . . . , (Tp, ip) in q. We first

show by backward induction that µ(sk) ∈ Ĉ for k ∈ [p].

Base step k = p. Immediate, for we have µ(Gp) ∈ dbA,P and adom(dbA,P ) ⊆ Ĉ .

Induction step k = h − 1. Since (Th, ih) /∈ P , and since µ(sh) ∈ Ĉ by the induction hypothesis, we note that

µ(Gh) ∈ dbA,P . In particular, we observe that µ(Gh) contains only constants from Ĉ. Since Tk[ik] → Th must
belong to FK, and since q |= FK, we observe that the term sk occupies the unique primary-key position of Gh. We

conclude from these observations that µ(sk) must be from Ĉ . This concludes the induction step k = h− 1.

We have showed that µ(s) ∈ Ĉ for a term s that occurs at a position of P in q. Since F is the unique R-atom of q, we
obtain that µ(F ) ∈ {A} ∪ dbA,P .

Claim 26. Let G = S(u1, . . . , uk′ , uk′+1, . . . , un′) ∈ q. Then,

(S, l) ∈ PFK ⇐⇒ µ(ul) ∈ Ĉ.

Proof of Claim 26. =⇒ Let ((R1, i1), . . . , (Rm, im)) be a path in the dependency graph of FK, where (R1, i1) ∈
P and (Rm, im) = (S, l). For j ∈ [m], denote by Hj the unique Rj-atom of q, and let wj be the term that occurs at

the ij th position in Hj . It suffices to show that µ(wj) ∈ Ĉ for j ∈ [m]. The proof is by induction on j.

Base step j = 1. Follows immediately by Claim 25, as adom(dbA,P ) ⊆ Ĉ.

Induction step j = h + 1. Since q |= FK, and since there must be a non-special edge from (Rh, ih) to (Rj , 1), we

observe that wh occupies the unique primary-key position of Hj . Applying the induction hypothesis that µ(wh) ∈ Ĉ ,

and the fact that the constants of Ĉ do not appear at a primary-key position of any fact in db, we obtain that µ(Hj) ∈

dbA,P , whence µ(wj) ∈ Ĉ . This concludes the induction step j = h+ 1.

⇐= There are two possibilities: either µ(G) ∈ dbA,P or µ(G) = A. In the first case, we can show that (S, l) ∈
PFK using arguments of the kind used in the beginning of the proof of Claim 25. In the second case we obtain
(S, l) ∈ P , whence (S, l) ∈ PFK vacuously. This concludes the proof of the claim.

Using Claim 26 we obtain a contradiction if any of the conditions of Theorem 7 is not true. Let us consider each case
separately.

Condition (I). Assume that condition (I) is not true. Then, the dependency graph of FK contains a cycle

((R1, i1), . . . , (Rm, im), (R1, i1)),

where (R1, i1) ∈ P . W.l.o.g. we may assume that R1 /∈ {R2, . . . , Rm}. Denote by uj , j ∈ [m],
the unique term that occupies position (Rj , ij) in q. The unique R1-atom of q is then of the form F =
R1(um, t2, . . . , ti1−1, u1, ti1+1, . . . , tn).

Since vacuously (R1, i1) ∈ PFK, by Claim 26 it holds that µ(u1) ∈ Ĉ . Now, applying the chase restriction (1), and
the assumption that q |= FK, a straightforward induction shows that µ(u1) = µ(u2) = · · · = µ(um). In particular,
µ(F ) must belong to dbA,P , in which case the chase restriction (1) entails that µ(u1) 6= µ(um).

Condition (II). Otherwise, assume that condition (II) is not true; i.e., some position (S, j) ∈ PFK is occupied by a

constant d in q. Since µ fixes constants, we obtain by Claim 26 that d = µ(d) ∈ Ĉ. This contradicts the fact that Ĉ
does not intersect const(q).

Condition (III). Otherwise, assume that condition (III) is not true; i.e, some positions (S, j) ∈ PFK and (T, k) ∈ P co
FK

are occupied by the same variable x in q. In this case, Claim 26 leads to an immediate contradiction.

Condition (IV). Otherwise, assume that condition (IV) is not true; i.e., there are two distinct non-primary-key positions

(R, i), (S, j) ∈ PFK that are occupied in q by the same variable x. Since µ(x) ∈ Ĉ by Claim 26, we find a constant

from Ĉ that appears at both positions (R, i) and (S, j) in {A}∪dbA,P . It is easy to see that this contradicts the chase
restriction (2) that applies in this case.

We observed that each case leads to a contradiction. We conclude by contradiction that there cannot be a valuation µ
such that µ(q) ⊆ db ∪ dbA,P and µ(q) ∩ ({A} ∪ dbA,P ) 6= ∅. In particular, no fact of {A} ∪ dbA,P is relevant for
q in db ∪ dbA,P .
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Example 27. Let q = {N(x, x), O(x, y)} and FK = {N [2] → N,N [2] → O}. Consider a database db of the form

db =
N x x

a a
b c

O x y

a b

Select A = N(b, c), P = {(N, 2)}, and observe that {(N, 2)} belongs to a cycle in the dependency graph, thus
violating Theorem 7(I). As Lemma 24 predicts, we find a database instance dbA,P satisfying all the items of the
lemma statement:

dbA,P =
N x x

c ⊥
⊥ c

O x y

c ⊥
⊥ c

We next turn to the proof of Theorem 7.

Proof of Theorem 7. It is straightforward to verify that the empty set of positions is obedient and satisfies all the items
listed in Theorem 7. From here on, we assume that P is non-empty. We also assume that the unique R-atom of q is of
the form F = R(~s, tk+1, . . . , tn), and define

q′ :=
(

q \ qFK
P

)

∪ {FP },

where FP is obtained from F by substituting fresh variables for the terms occurring at positions of P (see Definition
5).

=⇒ We show the contraposition. Assume that some of the conditions listed in Theorem 7 is violated. Let θ be
a one-to-one valuation mapping variables x to constants cx (that are not from const(q)). We can then apply Lemma
24 to obtain a database instance dbA,P given A := θ(FP ) and db := θ(q′). The lemma states that every fact of
{A} ∪ dbA,P is irrelevant for q in db ∪ dbA,P . This entails that no R-fact is relevant for q in db ∪ dbA,P , whence
db ∪ dbA,P 6|= q. On the other hand, it is obvious that db ∪ dbA,P |= q′. Finally, db ∪ dbA,P |= FK follows by

Lemma 24 and the fact that FK is about q. We thus conclude that q′
FK

6|= q, i.e., P is disobedient.

⇐= Let F be the unique R-atom of q. Assuming conditions (I)–(IV) in Theorem 7 hold true, we show that P is

obedient, i.e., q′
FK

|= q.

Suppose db is a database that satisfies both q′ and FK. We need to show that db satisfies also q. Let θ0 be a valuation
such that θ0(q

′) ⊆ db. In what follows, we will extend θ0 to a valuation θ such that θ(q) ⊆ db.

Let (G1, . . . , Gm) list the atoms of qFK
P in such an order that

• G1 = F , and

• for all j ∈ [m− 1] there is some k ∈ [j] such that Sk[l] → Sj+1 ∈ FK for some integer l,

where it is to be assumed that for each h ∈ [m], Sh is the relation name of Gh.

We show by induction that, for all j ∈ [m], there exists a valuation θj over vars(qj) such that θj(qj) ⊆ db, where

qj :=
(

q \ qFK
P

)

∪ {G1, . . . , Gj}.

For the base step suppose j = 1. Denote by P c the set of positions {(R, i) | (R, i) /∈ P, i ∈ [n]}. Concerning the

positions over relation names appearing in q1 =
(

q \ qFK
P

)

∪ {F}, let us make a few observations. First, we note that
P c ⊆ P co

FK, because otherwise some position of P would belong to a cycle, contradicting condition (I). Second, every

position of a relation name appearing in q \ qFK
P belongs to P co

FK by definition. Third, it readily holds that P ⊆ PFK.
We conclude that a position (T, k) of a relation name T that appears in q1 belongs to PFK if and only if it belongs
to P . It follows by conditions (II)–(IV) that the positions of P are occupied in F by variables that are orphan in q1.
Clearly, we can extend θ0 to these orphan variables to obtain θ1 such that θ0(FP ) = θ1(F ). In particular, we obtain

that θ1(q1) ⊆ db, where q1 =
(

q \ qFK
P

)

∪ {F}.

For the induction step suppose j ∈ [m−1]. The induction claim is that θj+1(qj+1) ⊆ db for some valuation θj+1 over
vars(qj+1), given the induction hypothesis that there is a valuation θj over vars(qj) such that θj(qj) ⊆ db. Let k ∈ [j]
be such that Sk[l] → Sj+1 ∈ FK for some integer l. Assuming Gk = Sk(s1, . . . , sa, sa+1 . . . , sb), we can write

Gj+1 = Sj+1(sl, u2, . . . , uc) since FK is about q. Since θj(Gj) = Sk(θj(s1), . . . , θj(sa), θj(sa+1) . . . , θj(sb)) ∈
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db and db |= Sk[l] → Sj+1, we find a fact Sj+1(θj(sl), b2, . . . , bc) ∈ db. Observe by condition (IV) that u2, . . . , uc

are pairwise distinct variables. Hence θj+1 := θj ∪ {(ui, bi)}ci=2 is a well-defined valuation over vars(qj+1) such that
θj+1(qj+1) ⊆ db, if we can establish the following claim.

Claim 28. U ∩ vars(qj) = ∅, for U := {u2, . . . , uc}.

Proof of Claim 28. Let P ′ := {(Sj+1, 2), . . . , (Sj+1, c)}. Let us first turn attention to q1 =
(

q \ qFK
P

)

∪ {F}. Recall

that P co
FK contains P c as well as the positions of relation names appearing in q \ qFK

P . Since P ′ ⊆ PFK, it follows
by condition (III) that U does not contain any variable that appears in F at a position of P c, nor does it contain
any variable from vars(q \ qFK

P ). Furthermore, it follows by condition (IV) that U does not contain any variable that
appears in F at a position of P . We thus obtain that U ∩ vars(q1) = ∅.

For the sake of contradiction, suppose now the claim is false, i.e., up ∈ vars(qj) for some p ∈ {2, . . . , c}. Let h ≤ j
be the smallest integer such that up ∈ vars(qh). We may assume, by the previous paragraph, that h > 1. Suppose
Gh = Sh(v1, v2 . . . , vd). By construction of the sequence (G1, . . . , Gm), and since q is self-join free and FK is about

q, the primary-key term v1 of Gh must appear in Gh′ for some h′ < h. By minimality of h, it must be that up 6= v1 and,
consequently, up occurs at a non-primary-key position in Sh(v1, v2 . . . , vd); i.e., up = vp′ for some p ∈ {2, . . . , d}.

But then (Sh, p
′) and (Sj+1, p) are two distinct non-primary-key positions of PFK that are occupied in q by the same

variable, contradicting condition (IV). We conclude by contradiction that the claim holds.

Having concluded the induction proof, we note that θ(q) ⊆ db for θ := θn. This concludes the proof of Theorem
7.

A particular consequence of the previous proof is that (q \ {F}) ∪ {FP }
FK

6|= q if P is disobedient over FK and q.

C Proofs for Section 6

The following proof of Lemma 14 goes through for foreign keys that need not be unary. The following definition of
(not necessarily unary) foreign keys is standard. Let R be a relation name with arity n, and S an atom with signature
[m, k]. An (unrestricted) foreign key is an expression R[j1, j2, . . . , jk] → S with j1, j2, . . . , jk distinct integers in
[n]. Given a database instance db, an R-fact R(a1, . . . , an) in db is dangling with respect to this foreign key if db
contains no S-fact S(b1, . . . , bk, bk+1, . . . , bn) such that aj1 = b1, aj2 = b2, . . . , ajk−1

= bk−1, and ajk = bk.

Proof of Lemma 14. Suppose q has a cyclic attack graph. Then, by [10, Lemma 3.6], there are atoms F and G such

that F
q
 G

q
 F . For two constants a and b, define the following valuation Θa

b over vars(q):

Θa
b (x) =















a if x ∈ F+,q \G+,q,

b if x ∈ G+,q \ F+,q,

⊥ if x ∈ F+,q ∩G+,q,

(a, b) if x ∈ vars(q) \ (F+,q ∪G+,q).

Let R, S be two sets of ordered pairs of constants. Define

dbR,S :={Θa
b (H) | H ∈ q \ {F,G}, (a, b) ∈ R ∪ S}

∪ {Θa
b (F ) | (a, b) ∈ R}

∪ {Θa
b (G) | (a, b) ∈ S}.

The following follows from the proof of [10, Lemma 4.3]:

• dbR,S is consistent with respect to primary keys in q \ {F,G}; and

• CERTAINTY(q,PK) is L-hard, and remains L-hard when inputs are restricted to database instances that are
equal to dbR,S for binary relations R and S.

We claim that the following are equivalent for all binary relations R and S:

1. dbR,S is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,PK); and
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2. dbR,S is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,PK ∪ FK).

1 =⇒ 2 Let r be a repair of dbR,S with respect to PK such that r 6|= q. Informally, we construct a repair r′ of
dbR,S with respect to PK ∪ FK by closing each dangling fact of r by a cycle that is long enough. Initialize r

′ as r,
and chase r

′ by the following rule: Whenever there is some fact A ∈ r
′ that is dangling with respect to some foreign

key H [~] → H ′ in FK, pick constants a, b such that A = Θa
b (H),

1. if H ′ ∈ q \ {F,G}, then add Θa
b (H

′) to r
′;

2. if H ′ = F , then add Θa
c (F ) to r

′, where c is a fresh constant; and

3. if H ′ = G, then add Θc
b(G) to r

′, where c is a fresh constant.

We only make one exception to this rule. Suppose that, according to (3), we should add to r
′ a G-fact, say Θe

d(G) with
e a fresh constant, while having already added Θa

b (F ), Θc
b(G), and Θc

d(F ). Then, instead of introducing a fresh value,
we add Θa

d(G). We deal symmetrically with additions of F -facts. It is now easy to see that the chase terminates, and
that r′ is a repair with respect to PK ∪ FK.

Assume for the sake of contradiction that µ(q) ⊆ r
′ for some valuation µ. The attacks between F and G imply that

{Θa
b (F ),Θa′

b′ (G)} ⊆ µ(q) if and only if a = a′ and b = b′. Thus no added F -fact or G-fact is in µ(q), and hence
we find constants a, b such that {Θa

b (F ),Θa
b (G)} ⊆ µ(q) ∩ r. Moreover, dbR,S is consistent with respect to primary

keys in q \{F,G}, and thus by construction, Θa
b (q \{F,G}) ⊆ r. We obtain Θa

b (q) ⊆ r, hence r |= q, a contradiction.
We conclude by contradiction that r′ does not satisfy q.

2 =⇒ 1 Let r be a repair of dbR,S with respect to PK ∪ FK such that r 6|= q. Note that r need not be a repair of
dbR,S with respect to PK, because

• some facts of r may not belong to dbR,S ; or

• some blocks of dbR,S may be disjoint with r.

Let s be a ⊆-minimal database instance such that

• r ∩ dbR,S ⊆ s; and

• for every block blk of dbR,S such that r ∩ dbR,S = ∅, s contains a fact arbitrarily picked from blk.

By construction, s ⊆ db. It is easily verified that s is a repair of dbR,S with respect to PK. Note incidentally that
since s �dbR,S

r is easily verified, it must hold that either s = r or s 6|= FK.

It suffices to show that s falsifies q. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that s |= q. Then, we can assume a valuation
θ such that θ(q) ⊆ s, and therefore θ(q) ⊆ db. Since θ(q) * r, there is a fact A ∈ θ(q) \ r. Moreover, from the
construction of s, it follows that r ∩ db contains no fact that is key-equal to A. Then, by Lemma 21, r is not a repair,
a contradiction.

D Proofs for Section 7

D.1 Preliminaries

Before proceeding with the proof of Lemma 15, we consider some useful auxiliary concepts. A database instance r

is irrelevantly dangling if, using Lemma 24, it can be extended to a consistent database instance r
′ in such a way that

every fact that is dangling in r is irrelevant in r
′.

Definition 29 (Irrelevantly dangling instance). Let q be in sjfBCQ. Let FK be a set of foreign keys about q. Let
db be a database instance. A database instance r is irrelevantly dangling (with respect to (db,FK, q)) if for all
R(~a, bk+1, . . . , bn) that are dangling in r with respect to a foreign key R[j] → S ∈ FK, it holds that:

(1) P is not obedient over FK and q; and

(2) (R, j) ∈ P ;
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where P is the set of all non-primary-key positions (R, i) such that bi is orphan in r ∪ db and does not belong to
const(q)

Note that (2) entails that R[j] → S is strong.

Let db be a database instance. Whenever r, s are database instances, we write r ≺∩
db

s if r �db s and s∩db ( r∩db.
Note that db \ r ( db \ s if and only if s ∩ db ( r ∩ db. It is straightforward to verify that ≺∩

db
is a strict partial

order.

Definition 30 (Pre-repair). Let q be in sjfBCQ. Let FK be a set of foreign keys about q. We say that r is a pre-repair
of a database db (over FK and q) if r is a ≺∩

db
-minimal database satisfying the following conditions:

(1) r |= PK; and

(2) r is irrelevantly dangling with respect to (db,FK, q).

Recall that PK denotes the set of primary keys underlying q. By ≺∩
db

-minimality of r we mean that there is no
database instance s satisfying conditions (1) and (2) such that s ≺∩

db
r.

The following simple lemma states that any consistent pre-repair subsumes a repair. Thus, to provide a repair that
falsifies a query q, we only need to look for consistent pre-repairs that do the same.

Lemma 31. Let q be a query in sjfBCQ. Let FK be a set of unary foreign keys about q. Let db be a database. If r is
a pre-repair of db over FK and q such that r |= FK, then there exists a repair s of db over FK such that s ⊆ r.

Proof. Let r be a pre-repair of db over FK and q such that r |= FK. Then, there exists a repair s of db such that
s �db r. We claim that s ⊆ r. Assume toward contradiction that s ( r. Then, it must be the case that r∩db ( s∩db,
whence s ≺∩

db
r. Since s is a repair, it in particular satisfies items (1) and (2) of Definition 30. Consequently, r cannot

be a pre-repair, which contradicts the assumption. We conclude by contradiction that the claim holds.

Theorem 32. Let q be in sjfBCQ. Let FK be a set of foreign keys about q. Then, every repair of db over FK satisfies
q if and only if every pre-repair of db over FK and q satisfies q.

Proof. ⇐= We show the contraposition. Let r be a repair of db over FK that does not satisfy q. In particular,
r satisfies items (1) and (2) of Definition 30. Then, either r is is a pre-repair, or there exists a pre-repair s such that
s ≺∩

db
r. We only need to consider the latter option, with respect to which we claim that s 6|= q. Assume toward

contradiction that this is not true. Let θ be a valuation such that θ(q) ⊆ s. Since r 6|= q, we find a fact A ∈ θ(q)\ r. By
s |= PK and r∩db ( s∩db we observe that r∩db does not contain any fact that is key-equal with A. Furthermore,
we have s ⊆ db ∪ r, whence θ(q) ⊆ db ∪ r. Thus, by Lemma 21, r is not a repair, which contradicts the assumption.
We conclude by contradiction that s 6|= q.

=⇒ We show the contraposition. Let r0 be a pre-repair of db over FK and q such that r0 6|= q. We need to
construct a repair s of db over FK such that s 6|= q. For this, let us first show how each dangling fact can be made
non-dangling using Lemma 24

Suppose A = R(~a, bk+1, . . . , bn) ∈ r0 is dangling with respect to R[j] → S ∈ FK in r0. Let P be the set of all
non-primary-key positions (R, i) such that bi is orphan in r0 ∪ db and does not belong to const(q). Since r0 is a
pre-repair, we observe that (R, j) belongs to P , which in turn is not obedient over FK and q. Hence, there exists a
database instance dbA,P that satisfies the statement of Lemma 24. We now show the following claim.

Claim 33. r1 := r0 ∪ dbA,P is a pre-repair of db over FK and q such that r1 6|= q. In particular, A is not dangling
in r1 with respect to FK.

Proof of Claim 33. Lemma 24(5) entails that every fact of dbA,P is irrelelevant for q in r1 (and thus in r0). Since
r0 6|= q, we obtain that r1 6|= q. Using Lemma 24(4) and the assumption that r0 is a pre-repair it is also easy to see
that A is not dangling in r1 with respect to FK.

It remains to show that r1 is a pre-repair. For this, we observe first by Lemma 24(1) that keyconst(db) ∩
adom(dbA,P ) = ∅, whence, in particular, keyconst(r0) ∩ keyconst(dbA,P ) = ∅. Moreover, we have dbA,P |= PK
by Lemma 24(1), and r0 |= PK by virtue of r0 being a pre-repair. We may thus conclude that r1 |= PK.

Lastly, we need to show that r1 is irrelevantly dangling. Suppose some fact A′ = R′(~a′, b′k′+1, . . . , b
′
n′) ∈ r1 is

dangling in r1 with respect to R′[i′] → S′ ∈ FK. Note that A′ must then belong to r0 and be dangling (in r0)
with respect to R′[i′] → S′. This follows by Lemma 24(3), which states that dbA,P |= FK. For i ∈ {0, 1}, define
dbi := ri∪db, and define Pi as the set of non-primary-key positions of (R′, j) such that b′j is orphan in dbi and does
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not belong to const(q). Since r0 is a pre-repair of db, we know that (R′, i′) ∈ P0, and that P0 is not obedient over
FK and q. It thus suffices to show that P0 = P1. This boils down to showing that P0 ⊆ P1, as P1 ⊆ P0 by definition.

At this point, we observe that A 6= A′. For, assuming this is not the case, we obtain that A is dangling in {A}∪dbA,P

for a foreign key of FK outgoing position (R′, i′) ∈ P0. On the other hand, by Lemma 24(4), A cannot be dangling
in {A} ∪ dbA,P for any foreign key of FK outgoing a position of P . Hence, we obtain a contradiction by P = P0,
which holds in this case.

Suppose (R′, j) ∈ P0. Then b′j is orphan in db0 and does not belong to const(q). Define C := {bi | (R, i) ∈ P}.

Since A 6= A′, and since C consists of orphan constants of r0, we have b′j /∈ C. Since adom(r0)∩adom(dbA,P ) ⊆ C

by Lemma 24(2), it follows that b′j is also orphan in db1. Hence P0 ⊆ P1, and therefore we have shown that r1 is
irrelevantly dangling and thus a pre-repair. This concludes the proof of Claim 33.

It is now easy to see that repeated application of Claim 33 yields a pre-repair s′ of db0 such that s′ |= FK and s 6|= q.
By Lemma 31 we thus find a repair s of db0 such that s 6|= q. This concludes the proof of Theorem 32.

D.2 Proof of Lemma 15

Proof of Lemma 15. REACHABILITY is the following problem: Given a directed graph G0 and its two vertices s and
t, is there a directed path from s to t? REACHABILITY is NL-complete, and remains NL-complete when the inputs
are acyclic graphs. We give a first-order reduction from REACHABILITY to the complement of CERTAINTY(q,FK).
This proves the lemma, because NL is closed under complement.

Let G0 be a directed acyclic graph, and let s and t be its two vertices. Let G = (V,E) be obtained from G0 by
adding an edge from t to s. Obviously, there is a first-order reduction from G0 to G, and s is connected to t in G0 if
and only if the same holds in G. Since first-order reductions are closed under composition, it suffices to construct a
first-order reduction from G to a database db such that s is connected to t in G if and only if db is a “no"-instance of
CERTAINTY(q,FK).

Assume that some foreign key N [j] → O ∈ FK∗ is block-interfering. Let the unique N -atom of q be

F = N(t1, . . . , tk, tk+1, . . . , tn).

Let y = tj . The unique O-atom of q is of the form G := O(y, ~z) for some sequence of distinct variables ~z. Moreover,

y is a variable such that K(q) 6|= ∅ → {y}.

Let

C = {z ∈ vars(q) | K(q) |= ∅ → {z}}; and (4)

q0 = q \ qFK
O .

We consider cases (3a) and (3b) of Definition 9 simultaneously. Define Pa := {(N, k + 1), . . . , (N,n)} \ {(N, j)}
and Pb := ∅ for cases (3a) and (3b), respectively. Let e ∈ {a, b}.

Let c be a fresh constant. For every vertex u ∈ V , let θu be a valuation over vars(q ∪ {FPe
}) such that

θu(z) =

{

c if z ∈ C;

cz,u otherwise.

for every variable z to cz,u where cz,u denotes a fresh constant which depends on (and only on) z and u. That is,
cz,u = cz′,u′ if and only if z = z′ and u = u′.

If J is an n-ary atom, u a term, and i ≤ n, we write J[i→u] for the atom obtained from J by replacing its ith term with
u.

Construct a database instance db as follows:

• db includes θs(q);

• for every vertex u ∈ V \ {s}, db includes θu(q) \ {θu(G)}; and

• for every edge (u, v) in E, db contains a fact

Au,v = N(a1, . . . , ak, ak+1, . . . , an), (5)
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Figure 5: Reduction from graph reachability over (G, s, t) to database instance db with respect to q =
{F,G,H1, . . . , Hm}
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Figure 6: Database instance s with respect to Fig. 5.

where

ai =







cu,v,i if (R, i) ∈ Pe,

θv(ti) if i = j,

θu(ti) otherwise,

where cu,v,i is a fresh constant.

In particular, cu,v,i is a constant that is orphan in db and does not belong to const(q).

Note that a fact of the form Au,v is key-equal with others of the form Au,w and θu(F ). It is easy to see that primary
key violations arise only because of facts of the form Au,v . For this, suppose r contains key-equal facts θu(H) and
θv(H). Then, key(H) must be a subset of C, that is, K(q) |= key(H). Since K(q) contains key(H) → vars(H), it
follows that vars(H) is likewise a subset of C, whence θu(H) and θv(H) must be identical and there is no primary
key violation.

For instance, suppose F is of the form N(x, y, z), and let j = 2. Then, θu(F ) = N(cx,u, cy,u, cz,u), and Au,v is

either the form N(cx,u, cy,v, cz,u) or N(cx,u, cy,v, cu,v,2), for e = a and e = b respectively.

The construction of the database instance db is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the graph that appends the acyclic example
graph of Fig. 3 with an extra edge from t to s.

We claim that db is a “no"-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK) if and only if there is a path from s to t in G.

⇐= Suppose there is a path from s to t. Let U consist of all vertices u ∈ V such that there is a path from u to t.
We construct a pre-repair r of db over q that does not satisfy q. First, let s be a database instance such that for each
vertex u ∈ U ,

• s includes θu(q) \ {θu(F )}; and

• s takes from db exactly one fact of the form Au,v , where it is required that v ∈ U .

Observe that s \db consists of facts of the form θu(G) where u ∈ U \ {s}. Moreover, by the assumption that there is
an edge from t to s, we have included At,s in s. See Fig. 6 for an illustration of s with regards to the example case in
Fig. 5.

Obviously s is consistent with PK. We claim that is it also irrelevantly dangling for (db,FK, q). For this, using
the fact that q |= FK, in Case (3b) there are no facts in s that are dangling with respect to FK. In Case (3a),
suppose B ∈ s is dangling for σ ∈ FK. Then, using the fact that q |= FK, we observe that B is of the form
Au,v = N(~a, bk+1, . . . , bn) and σ of the form N [i] → S where (N, i) ∈ Pa. Note that Pa is the set of all non-
primary-key positions (N, i) such that bi is orphan in s ∪ db and does not belong to const(q). Moreover, Pa is not
obedient. The claim thus follows.
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We may now take a pre-repair r such that r ≺∩
db

s. By Theorem 32 it suffices to show that r does not satisfy q. For this,
note that any N -fact in r is either of the form θu(F ) for u ∈ V \U , or of the form Au,v . Assume toward contradiction
that γ is a valuation such that γ(q) ⊆ r.

Assume first that γ(F ) is of the form θu(F ) for u ∈ V \ U . Then, θu(F ) is dangling in r for N [j] → O, for neither s
nor db contains an O-fact with a matching primary-key value. Since r ⊆ s ∪ db, it follows that γ(F ) is dangling in
r. However, by consistency of q this is not possible, a contradiction.

Suppose then γ(F ) is of the form Au,v . We consider cases (3a) and (3b) separately:

Case (3a). Recall that Pa is not obedient. It follows by Theorem 7 that for some (N, i) ∈ Pa, ti is not an orphan
variable of q, that is, ti is a constant or a variable that occurs also elsewhere in q. However, the ith constant in Au,v

is fresh; in particular, this constant does not appear in q or elsewhere in r. This leads to a contradiction with the
assumptions that γ(F ) = Au,v and γ(q) ⊆ r.

Case (3b). For some i ∈ [l], we have that ti and tj are variables that are connected in GV ′(q′), where q′ := q \ {F}
and V ′ := vars(q) \ C, for the set C defined in (4). Denote ti by x, and recall that we have earlier denoted tj by y.
Since x is not from C, we observe that

γ(x) = ai = θu(x) = cx,u, (6)

for Au,v of the form (5).

Let (z1, . . . , zn) be a path in GV ′(q′), where z1 = x and zn = y. Then, we find H1, . . . , Hn−1 ∈ q′, over relation
names R1, . . . , Rn−1, such that {zi, zi+1} ⊆ vars(Hi) ∩ V ′, for i ∈ [n− 1].

Let i ∈ [n − 1]. Note that each Ri-fact in s is of the form θw(Hi) for a vertex w. Since all Ri-facts in r \ s must
be from db, the same holds for r. We now show by induction that γ(Hi) = θu(Hi), where u is the vertex that
appears in the subscript of Au,v. The base step follows by (6), since x ∈ vars(H1). For the induction step, suppose
γ(Hi) = θu(Hi). Using this and the fact that zi+1 ∈ vars(Hi) ∩ V ′, we first obtain that γ(zi+1) = θu(zi+1). Since
zi+1 ∈ vars(Hi+1) ∩ V ′, it thus must hold that θu(zi+1) = czi+1,u, whence γ(Hi+1) = θu(Hi+1). This concludes
the induction step and the induction proof.

We have now established that γ(Hn−1) = θu(Hn−1). Since y ∈ vars(Hn−1)∩V ′, we obtain that γ(y) = θu(y) = cy,u.
On the other hand, since y is not from C, we also have by (5) that γ(y) = aj = θv(y) = cy,v. The vertices u and v
cannot be identical since there are no self-loops in G (unless s = t, which can be ruled out w.l.o.g.). Hence we obtain
a contradiction by cy,u 6= cy,v.

We conclude by contradiction that γ(F ) cannot be of the form Au,v either. In particular, we have shown that γ(F ) /∈ r,
which contradicts the assumption that γ(q) ⊆ r. Hence r does not satisfy q. This concludes the direction from right
to left.

=⇒ Suppose there is no path from s to t in G. We show that every repair of db satisfies q. Assume toward
contradiction that r is a repair of q that does not satisfy q. We claim that s is then the starting point of an infinite path
in G. Recall that G extends a directed acyclic graph with an edge from t to s. Hence, it suffices to prove the claim, as
it entails that there is a path from s to t, thus contradicting the assumption.

First, we observe by Corollary 22 that θs(G) ∈ r, since {θs(G)} ∈ block(db, S) is a block that is relevant for q in db.
Assume we have constructed a path (u0, . . . , ui) in G, where u0 = s and A ∈ r for some A such that A ∼ θui

(G).
We show how to extend this path by ui+1 such that B ∈ r for some B such that B ∼ θui+1

(G). The claim that there
is an infinite path starting from s follows from this.

We first claim that r must subsume θui
(q \ {F,G}) and contain some fact from db that is key-equal with θui

(F ).
Suppose this were not the case. Then, build a consistent database instance as follows. Extend first r with θui

(q \
{F,G}), and then remove any fact of r that is key-equal with some distinct fact in θui

(q \ {F,G}); in particular, the
removed facts cannot be from db. Furthermore, if the obtained database instance does not contain any fact from db

that is key-equal with θui
(F ), then add θui

(F ) and remove its possible key-equal fact that is not in db. Denote the
obtained database instance by s. Note that no primary-key value has been removed, and no primary-key violation has
been introduced. Recall also that q |= FK, and that s contains a fact A such that A ∼ θui

(G). Hence we obtain that
s |= PK ∪ FK. Furthermore, since we removed only facts that were not in db, and added a non-empty set of facts
from db, it follows that s ≺db r, a contradiction with the assumption that r is a repair. Hence the claim.

Suppose now θui
(F ) ∈ r. Then, r subsumes θui

(q \ {G}) and contains some A such that A ∼ θui
(G). Recall that G

is an obedient atom of the form O(y, ~z), meaning that q′
FK

|= q for q′ = (q \ qFK
O ) ∪ {O(y,~v)}, where ~v is a sequence

of distinct fresh variables. We can now easily construct from θui
and A a valuation γ such that γ(q′) ⊆ r. Having

r |= FK and r |= q′, we thus obtain r |= q. This however contradicts the assumption made in the beginning. We
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conclude that θui
(F ) /∈ r. As shown in the previous paragraph, r must contain some fact from db that is key-equal

with θui
(F ). Hence G must contain an edge (ui, v) such that some fact of the form Aui,v ∈ db belongs to r.

Now, r contains an N -fact whose jth position is occupied by cy,v. This is only possible if r contains an O-fact with
primary-key value cy,v. In other words, r must contain a fact that is key-equal with θv(G). Hence, setting ui+1 as
v, we have extended the path (u0, . . . , ui) with a vertex ui+1 such that B ∈ r for some B such that B ∼ θui+1

(G).
We conclude that there is an infinite path starting from s, which leads to a contradiction with our assumption. This
concludes the direction from left to right.

We conclude the proof by noting that the the reduction from G to db is clearly in FO (the composed reduction from
G0 to db belongs in fact to quantifier-free FO).

D.3 Proofs of Propositions 16 and 17

Proof sketch of Proposition 16. NL-hardness is a consequence of Lemma 15. To show membership in NL, we reduce
the complement of CERTAINTY(q,FK) to the problem REACHABILITY. Let db be a database instance that is input
to CERTAINTY(q,FK). Construct a directed graph as follows. The vertex-set is V := {c | N(c, c) ∈ db} ∪ {⊥},
where ⊥ is a fresh value. Edges are introduced as follows: for every vertex c, if the block N(c, ∗) of db is {N(c, c),
N(c, d1), . . . , N(c, dn)}, then

• if {d1, . . . , dn} ⊆ V , then add edges {(c, di) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n};

• otherwise add an edge (c,⊥).

Finally, for every fact O(c) in db, if c ∈ V , then mark the vertex c. It can now be verified that db is a “no”-instance
of CERTAINTY(q,FK) if and only if ⊥ can be reached from every marked vertex.

Proof sketch of Proposition 17. Reduction from and to DUAL HORN SAT, which is P-complete [31]. Given an in-
stance ϕ of DUAL HORN SAT, construct a database instance dbϕ as follows:

• add O(1);

• for every clause Ci = p1 ∨ · · · ∨ pn, add N(i, c, 1) together with {N(i, d, pi) | i ∈ [n]}; and

• for every clause Ci = ¬q ∨ p1 ∨ · · · ∨ pn, add N(i, c, q) together with {N(i, d, pi) | i ∈ [n]}.

We claim that ϕ is satisfiable if and only if dbϕ is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK).

To show membership in P, we reduce the complement of the problem CERTAINTY(q,FK) to DUAL HORN SAT.
Given a database instance db that is input to the problem CERTAINTY(q,FK), construct ϕdb as follows:

• for every fact O(p), add a clause p;

• consider every N -block of the following form, with n ≥ 1, m ≥ 0, and bi 6= c for i ∈ [m]:

N x c y
i c p1
i c p2
...

...
...

i c pn
i b1 q1
i b2 q2
...

...
...

i bm qm

For such an N -block, add, for every j ∈ [n], a clause ¬pj ∨ q1 ∨ q2 ∨ · · · ∨ qm.

We claim that db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK) if and only if ϕdb is satisfiable.
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E Proofs for Section 8

E.1 Helping Lemma

We will use the following helping lemma.

Lemma 34. Let q be query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of foreign keys about q. Assume that every foreign key in FK is
strong. Let R[i] → S be a foreign key in FK, where S is obedient over FK and q. Assume that qFK

S = {S}. Assume
that at least one of the following properties holds:

(i) The attack graph of q is acyclic, and key(F ) 6= ∅ for every F ∈ q.

(ii) R is obedient over FK and q.

Let q0 = q \ {S} and FK0 = FK \ {R[i] → S}. Suppose (q,FK) has no block-interference. Then FK0 is about q0,
and (q0,FK0) has no block-interference.

Proof. First we make some observations about the unique S-atom of q. Suppose this atom is of the form
S(y, v2, . . . , vm). We may assume that S has signature [m, 1], for S has an incoming (unary) foreign key.

Since S is obedient, qFK
S = {S}, and FK contains only strong foreign keys, it follows that FK does not contain any

foreign key of the form S[i] → T for T 6= S. Moreover, it does not contain any foreign key of the form S[i] → S by
Theorem 7 (I). This implies that R 6= S, and moreover that (PS)FK = PS for PS := {(S, 2), . . . , (S,m)}. It follows
by Theorem 7 that v1, . . . , vm are orphan variables of q.

Also, since FK is about q, position (R, i) is occupied in q by the primary key term y of S(y, v2, . . . , vm). Since

R 6= S, the unique R-atom of q must belong to q0. Hence, position (R, i) is occupied also in q0 by y. Note that y
must be a variable. In case (i) this is immediate. In case (ii), we note that that the non-primary-key position (R, i) of
an obedient atom R cannot be occupied by a constant.

Let us then turn to the claim that FK0 is about q0. For this, we show that FK0 contains no foreign key in which S
appears. Since we have already shown that FK0[S →] = ∅, it remains to be shown that FK0[→ S] = ∅.

Assume for the sake of contradiction that FK0[→ S] contains a foreign key. This foreign key must be of the form
T [j] → S with either i 6= j or T 6= R (or both), and it is strong by the hypothesis of the lemma. Two cases can occur:

Case that T 6= R. Since FK is about q, the variable y occurs in q at position (T, j). Assuming (ii), this is not possible
since the non-primary-key position (R, i) of an obedient atom cannot be occupied by the same variable as
the non-primary-key position (T, j) of another atom. Hence we assume (i). By the assumption that q has

an acyclic attack graph, either R
q

6 T or T
q

6 R (or both). Assume R
q

6 T (the other possibility is
symmetrical). Then, it must be that y ∈ R+,q. From the hypothesis that key(F ) 6= ∅ for every F ∈ q, it
follows that y is connected to some variable of key(R) in q \ {R}. Then (q,FK) has block-interference, a
contradiction.

Case that T = R and i 6= j. In this case, FK contains strong foreign keys R[i] → S and R[j] → S. Both non-
primary-key positions (R, i) and (R, j) are non-obedient since they share the variable y by the assumption
that FK is about q. Hence condition (3a) of block-interference holds for both foreign keys. Moreover, R is
disobedient, and thus case (i) of the current lemma statement must hold. Since key(F ) 6= ∅ for every F ∈ q,
it follows that K(q) 6|= ∅ → {y}. Consequently, condition (2) of block-interference holds for the variable y.
Lastly, since O is obedient, we conclude that both foreign keys are block-interfering in q. This contradicts
the assumption that (q,FK) has block-interference.

We conclude by contradiction that FK0[→ S] = ∅. This establishes that FK0 is about q0.

Next, we turn to the claim that (q0,FK0) has no block-interference. Consider first the following claim.

Claim 35. Let P be a set of non-primary-key positions concerning some relation name appearing in q0. Then, P is
obedient over FK and q if and only if it is obedient over FK0 and q0.

Proof of Claim 35. We prove this claim using Theorem 7. Consider two different cases:
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Case that (S, 1) ∈ P co
FK. It is clear that in this case PFK0

= PFK. Moreover, since FK0 is about q0, all the
S-positions must belong to P co

FK0
. It also follows that P co

FK0
= P co

FK. Hence, the conditions listed in Theorem 7 that

concern only the closure (and not the complement) of P are equivalent under (FK, q) and (FK0, q0). We thus only
need to consider the condition Theorem 7 (III).

For one direction, it is clear that if no variable occurs in q at positions of PFK and P co
FK, then likewise no variable

occurs in q0 at positions of PFK0
and P co

FK0
.

For the other direction, assume that no variable occurs in q0 at positions of PFK0
and P co

FK0
. We need to show that

no variable occurs in q at positions of PFK and P co
FK. Note that every position of PFK that occurs in q also occurs in

q0, and the S-positions are the only positions of P co
FK that occur in q but not in q0. It now remains to be shown that in

q no S-position shares a variable with some position in PFK. Since v2, . . . , vm are orphan, it suffices to show that y
does not occur at a position of PFK in q. Recall that y occurs in q0 at position (R, i). Since (S, 1) ∈ P co

FK, we obtain
that (R, i) ∈ P co

FK. Since P co
FK = P co

FK0
, and since we assumed that no variable occurs in q0 at positions of PFK0

and
P co
FK0

, the variable y cannot occur in any position of PFK0
. Thus y cannot occur in PFK, for PFK0

= PFK. This

concludes the proof in the case that (S, 1) ∈ P co
FK.

Case that (S, 1) ∈ PFK. Recall that R[i] → S ∈ FK is the only foreign key of FK in which the relation name S
appears, since we showed that q0 is about FK0. Hence (R, i) ∈ PFK0

, and PFK = PFK0
∪ {(S, 1), . . . , (S,m)}. It

is thus easy to see using Theorem 7 that if P is obedient over (FK, q), then the same holds over (FK0, q0).

For the other direction, suppose P is obedient over (FK0, q0). By Theorem 7 (I), no position of P belongs to a cycle
in the dependency graph of FK0. Since FK extends FK0 with a foreign key R[i] → S, and since FK contains no
foreign keys outgoing from S, we observe that P cannot belong to any cycle in the dependency graph of FK; that is,
condition (I) of Theorem 7 holds with respect to P and FK.

Recall that the primary-key variable y of S(y, v2, . . . , vm) occurs at position (R, i) in q0. Since v2, . . . , vm are orphan
variables of q, we observe that PFK and q inherit conditions (II) and (IV) of Theorem 7 from PFK0

and q0.

Let us then turn to the remaining condition (III) of Theorem 7. Note that every position of P co
FK that occurs in q also

occurs in q0, and the S-positions are the only positions of PFK that occur in q but not in q0. Hence it suffices to show
that no S-position shares a variable in q with some position of P co

FK. This is clear for positions (S, 2), . . . , (S,m), for
we know that v2, . . . , vm are orphan. The variable y that occurs at (S, 1) is also known to occur at (R, i) in q. Since
(R, i) ∈ PFK0

, we obtain by Theorem 7 (III) that y does not occur in q0 at any position of P co
FK0

. Since q \ q0 = {S}
and all the S-positions belong to PFK, this entails that y does not occur in q at any position of P co

FK. This shows that
condition (III) of Theorem 7 extends from PFK0

and q0 to PFK and q.

Hence P is obedient over (FK, q). This concludes the proof of Claim 35.

We can now prove that (q0,FK0) has no block-interference. Toward contradiction, assume that this is not the case.
Then, FK0

∗ contains a block-interfering foreign key σ := N [j] → O for some atoms N(t1, . . . , tk, tk+1, . . . , tn) and

O(tj , ~y) of q0. Note that FK0
∗ = FK0 since FK0 contains only strong foreign keys. In what follows, we establish a

contradiction by showing that σ is block-interfering also with respect to (q,FK).

Claim 35 now entails that, with respect to (q,FK), σ satisfies Definition 9 (1), and also Definition 9 (3a) if this holds
with respect to (q0,FK0). It remains to show that σ satisfies Definition 9 (2), and also Definition 9 (3b) if this holds
with respect to (q0,FK0). Let us denote the terms ti and tj of the remaining conditions by u and z, respectively. Next
we turn to these conditions.

Concerning Definition 9 (2), we claim that z belongs to

V = {v ∈ vars(q′) | K(q) 6|= ∅ → {v}}, (7)

where q′ := q \ {N}. By the assumption that (q,FK) has no block-interference, we obtain that z belongs to

V0 = {v ∈ vars(q′0) | K(q0) 6|= ∅ → {v}}, (8)

where q′0 := q0 \ {N}. Toward contradiction, assume that z /∈ V . Let (F1, . . . , Fn) be the shortest proof of K(q) |=
∅ → {z}, i.e., the shortest sequence of atoms from q such that z ∈ vars(Fn), key(F1) = ∅, and key(Fi+1) ⊆
⋃i

j=1 vars(Fj) for i ∈ [n − 1]. By our assumption, we find i ∈ [n] such that Fi does not belong to q0, whence

Fi = S(t, v2, . . . , vm). Since v2, . . . , vm are orphan variables of q, they cannot occur at a primary-key position of any
atom in q. Since we selected the shortest sequence, we obtain that i = n. For the same reason, z ∈ {v2, . . . , vm}.
But then, z is an orphan variable of q that appears in an atom of q that is not in q0. It follows that z /∈ vars(q0). This
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contradicts our assumption that z belongs to V0. We conclude that z belongs to V . Hence σ satisfies Definition 9 (2)
with respect to (q,FK).

Concerning Definition 9 (3b), suppose (v1, . . . , vn) is a path in GV0
(q′0) for q′0 := q0 \ {N(t1, . . . , tk, tk+1, . . . , tn)}

such that v1 = u and vn = z. We claim that that the same path exists in GV (q
′) for q′ := q \

{N(t1, . . . , tk, tk+1, . . . , tn)}. Note that V and V0 are given by Eq. (7) and Eq. (8). Thus, we can argue exactly

as in the previous case that vi ∈ V for i ∈ [n]. The claim follows from this. We conclude that σ satisfies Defini-
tion 9 (3b) with respect to (q,FK) if the same happens with respect to (q0,FK0).

We have shown that σ is block-interfering with respect to (q,FK), contradicting our assumption. We conclude by
contradiction that (q0,FK0) has no block-interference. This concludes the proof of Lemma 34.

E.2 Removal of Weak Foreign Keys

In the following lemma, we assume that FK is closed under logical implication. Under this assumption, it is not
sufficient to remove one weak foreign key σ at a time, because it may be that FK∗ \ {σ} ≡ FK∗. Instead, we remove
all weak foreign keys referencing a same relation name.

Lemma 36 (Weak foreign keys). Let FK be a set of foreign keys such that FK∗ = FK. Let FKweak be the set
of weak foreign keys in FK. Assume that some non-trivial foreign key in FKweak references S, and let FK0 =
FK \ FKweak[→ S]. Let q be a query in sjfBCQ such that FK is about q. Then, FK0 is about q, and the following
hold:

• CERTAINTY(q,FK) ≤FO
m CERTAINTY(q,FK0); and

• if (q,FK) has no block-interference, then (q,FK0) has no block-interference.

Proof of Lemma 36. It is obvious that FK0 is about q.

Proof of the second item. Let P be a set of non-primary-key positions concerning some relation name appearing in q.
We claim that P is obedient over (FK, q) if and only if it is obedient over (FK0, q). It is easy to see that the second
item follows readily from this claim. Moreover, by Theorem 7 the claim holds if PFK = PFK0

. Since PFK0
⊆ PFK

is clear, we only need to show that PFK ⊆ PFK0
.

Assume toward contradiction that PFK 6⊆ PFK0
. It follows that (S, 1) ∈ PFK \ PFK0

. That is, the dependency graph
of FK contains a path P = ((R1, i1), . . . , (Rn, in), (S, 1)) where (R1, i1) ∈ P , while no such path from P to (S, 1)
exists in the dependency graph of FK0. We may assume w.l.o.g. that the subpath P ′ = ((R1, i1), . . . , (Rn, in)) is in
the dependency graph of FK0.

Let k ∈ [n] be the greatest integer such that (Rk, ik) is a non-primary-key position; note that k is well defined
since (R1, i1) is a non-primary-key position. Observe that the subpath of P from (Rk, ik) to (S, 1) is weak, whence
Rk[ik] → S must be a strong foreign key in FK∗. But now, since FK∗ = FK and since FK \ FK0 contains only
weak foreign keys, we observe that Rk[ik] → S ∈ FK0. In particular, the dependency graph of FK0 contains a path
P ′′ = ((R1, i1), . . . , (Rk, ik), (S, 1)), whence (S, 1) ∈ PFK0

. This leads to a contradiction, by which we conclude
that PFK ⊆ PFK0

. This concludes the proof of the second item.

Proof of the first item. Let db be a database instance that is input to CERTAINTY(q,FK). We show the following:

(A) if db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK), then it is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK0); and

(B) if db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK0), then it is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK).

Note that the reduction is the identity.

Proof of (A) Assume that db is a “no”-instance of the problem CERTAINTY(q,FK). There is a repair r of db with

respect to FK ∪ PK such that r 6|= q. Since FK0 ⊆ FK, we have r |= FK0. Let r∗ be a database instance that
satisfies FK0 ∪ PK such that r∗ �db r. It suffices to show r

∗ 6|= q. We have

r ∩ db ⊆ r
∗ (9)

r
∗ ⊆ r ∪ db (10)

Assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a valuation θ over vars(q) such that θ(q) ⊆ r
∗. Since θ(q) * r and

by (10), there must be a fact A ∈ θ(q) such that A ∈ db \ r. By Lemma 21, it is correct to conclude that r is not a
repair of db with respect to FK, a contradiction.
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Proof of (B) Assume that db is a “no”-instance of the problem CERTAINTY(q,FK0). There is a repair r of db

with respect to FK0 ∪ PK that falsifies q.

If r satisfies FKweak[→ S], then r is also a repair of db with respect to FK ∪ PK, and the desired result holds
vacuously. Assume from here on that r 6|= FKweak[→ S]. Let ∆− be the set of all facts of r that are dangling with
respect to FKweak[→ S].

We show that r \ ∆− |= FK. Assume for the sake of contradiction that R(a1, . . . , ak,~b) ∈ ∆− is dangling with

respect to some foreign key R[i] → S in FKweak[→ S], and its removal entails a dangling T -fact T (b1, . . . , bm) with
respect to a foreign key T [j] → R in FK. Clearly, T (b1, . . . , bm) /∈ ∆−. Then it must be that R has signature [n, 1]
(that is, k = 1) and bj = a1. Then FK |= T [j] → S, and therefore, by the hypothesis of the lemma that FK = FK∗,
it follows that T [j] → S belongs to FK.

We distinguish two cases.

• Case that T [j] → S is a strong foreign key. Then T [j] → S belongs to FK0 and would be falsified by r,
contradicting that r is a repair of db with respect to FK0.

• Case that T [j] → S is a weak foreign key. Then T [j] → S belongs to FKweak[→ S], and therefore
T (b1, . . . , bm) is in ∆−, a contradiction.

We conclude by contradiction that r \∆− |= FK.

We show ∆− ⊆ db. Assume for the sake of contradiction that ∆− \ db contains R(~a,~b). Since r \ {R(~a,~b)} ≺db r

and, by the reasoning in the previous paragraph, r \ {R(~a,~b)} |= FK0, it follows that r is not a repair of db with
respect to FK0, a contradiction.

Clearly, r |= PK. Let r∗ be a database instance such that r∗ |= FK ∪ PK and r
∗ �db r \∆−. That is,

(

r \∆−
)

∩ db ⊆ r
∗ (11)

r
∗ ⊆

(

r \∆−
)

∪ db ⊆ r ∪ db (12)

It suffices to show r
∗ 6|= q. Assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a valuation θ over vars(q) such that

θ(q) ⊆ r
∗. Since θ(q) * r and by (12), there must be a fact A ∈ θ(q) such that A ∈ db \ r.

By Lemma 20, r ∩ db contains a fact A′ such that A′ ∼ A, where A′ 6= A. By (11) and since r
∗ satisfies primary

keys, A′ ∈ ∆−. So for some ~a := 〈a1, a2, . . . , ak〉, we can assume A = R(~a,~b), A′ = R(~a,~b′), and the latter fact
belongs to db ∩ r and is dangling in r with respect to some foreign key R[i] → S in FKweak[→ S]. Since r∗ satisfies
R[i] → S and by (12), there is a fact of the form S(ai, ) in db ∩ θ(q). On the other hand, r contains no fact of the

non-empty block S(ai, ∗) of db. By Lemma 21, it is now correct to conclude that r is not a repair of db with respect
to FK0, a contradiction. This concludes the proof of (B).

E.3 Removal of Strong Foreign Keys

E.3.1 Removal of o
str
→ o Foreign Keys

Lemma 37 (Type o
str
→ o). Let q be query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of foreign keys about q. Let R[i] → S be a strong

foreign key of type o
str
→ o in FK. Assume that qFK

S = {S}.2 Following Lemma 36, assume that every foreign key in
FK is strong. Let q0 = q \ {S} and FK0 = FK \ {R[i] → S}. Suppose (q,FK) has no block-interference. Then,
FK0 is about q0, and the following hold:

• CERTAINTY(q,FK) ≤FO
m CERTAINTY(q0,FK0);

• (q0,FK0) has no block-interference; and

• if the attack graph of q is acyclic, then the attack graph of q0 is acyclic.

Proof of Lemma 37. That FK0 is about q0 follows by Lemma 34.

2Recall from Section 3 that if we use a relation name S wherever an atom is expected, we mean the unique S-atom of the
self-join-free query that can be understood from the context.
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Proof of the third item. Easy.

Proof of the second item. Follows by Lemma 34.

Proof of the first item. Let db be a database instance that is input to CERTAINTY(q,FK). Let ∆ be the union of all
R-blocks of db that are not relevant for qFK

R in db. Let db0 = (db \∆)↾q\{S}. Clearly, db0 can be obtained from

db by a first-order query. Note that if the R-atom is, for example, R(c, y), then ∆ contains all R-facts db of the form
R(a, ) where a 6= c.

We show the following:

(A) if db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK), then db0 is a “no”-instance of
CERTAINTY(q \ {S},FK \ {R[i] → S}); and

(B) if db0 is a “no”-instance of

CERTAINTY(q \ {S},FK \ {R[i] → S}),

then db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK).

Proof of (A) Assume db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK). There is a repair r of db (with respect to

foreign keys in FK and primary keys) that falsifies q.

Let r0 = r↾q\{S}. Assume for the sake of contradiction that r0 |= q \ {S}. Then there is a valuation µ over

vars(q \ {S}) such that µ(q \ {S}) ⊆ r0. Since r |= R[i] → S and the S-atom is obedient, it follows that µ can be
extended into a valuation µ+ over vars(q) such that µ+(q) ⊆ r, a contradiction. We conclude by contradiction that
r0 6|= q \ {S}.

Clearly, r0 |= FK \ {R[i] → S} and r0 satisfies primary keys. Let r∗0 be a database instance such that r∗0 �db0
r0

and r
∗
0 is consistent with respect to foreign keys in FK \ {R[i] → S} and primary keys. Thus,

r0 ∩ db0 ⊆ r
∗
0 (13)

r
∗
0 ⊆ r0 ∪ db0 (14)

It suffices to show r
∗
0 6|= q \ {S}. Assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a valuation θ over vars(q \ {S})

such that θ(q \ {S}) ⊆ r
∗
0.

Assume towards a contradiction that θ(R) /∈ r0. From (14), it follows θ(R) ∈ db0. By construction of db0,
we have that block(θ(R),db) is relevant for qFK

R in db. By Corollary 22, r must contain an R-fact (call it B) of
block(θ(R),db). Then B ∈ r0 ∩ db0, and by (13), B ∈ r

∗
0. Since r

∗
0 is consistent with respect to primary keys, we

obtain θ(R) = B, and hence θ(R) ∈ r0, a contradiction. We conclude by contradiction that θ(R) ∈ r0.

Since r0 6|= q \ {S} and by (14), there is a fact A ∈ θ(q \ {S}) (and therefore A ∈ r
∗
0) such that A ∈ db0 \ r0. Let

α be the set of facts in r0 that are key-equal to A. Clearly, |α| ≤ 1. Let β be the set of facts in θ(q \ {S}) that are not
key-equal to a fact in r0. We have β ⊆ db0 by (14). Let s = (r \ α) ∪ {A} ∪ β. It can be verified that s ≺db r and
that s is consistent with respect to foreign keys in FK and primary keys. In particular, from θ(R) ∈ r0 ⊆ r, it follows
that θ(R) is not dangling in s with respect to R[i] → S. But then r is not a repair, a contradiction.

Proof of (B) Assume db0 is a “no”-instance of

CERTAINTY(q \ {S},FK \ {R[i] → S}).

Let r0 be a repair of db (with respect to foreign keys in FK \ {R[i] → S} and primary keys) that falsifies q \ {S}.

Construct r from r0 as follows:

• for every S-fact A in db, insert a fact from block(A,db);

• Chase step: as long as some R-fact R(a1, . . . , an) is still dangling with respect to R[i] → S, insert an S-fact

R(ai,~b) where~b is a sequence of fresh constants.

By construction r is consistent with respect to foreign keys in FK and primary keys.

Claim 38. r is a repair of db with respect to foreign keys in FK and primary keys.
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Proof sketch of Claim 38. By Corollary 22, r0 contains an R-fact from every R-block of db0. The invented S-facts
inserted in the Chase Step are needed to satisfy R[i] → S.

Assume there is a repair s of db with respect to foreign keys in FK and primary keys that contains more R-facts of
db. Since these additional R-facts are not relevant for qFK

R in db, the repair s must also contain invented fresh S-facts
not in r, and therefore s and r would not be comparable by �db.

Finally, note that, since FK[→ S] = {R[i] → S}, the insertion of S-facts in the Chase step does not entail further
insertions.

From r0 6|= q \ {S}, it follows r 6|= q. This concludes the proof of Lemma 37.

E.3.2 Removal of d
str
→ d Foreign Keys

Lemma 39 (Type d
str
→ d). Let q be query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of foreign keys about q. Let R[i] → S be a

strong foreign key of type d
str
→ d in FK. Following Lemma 36, assume that every foreign key in FK is strong. Let

FK0 = FK \ {R[i] → S}. Then, FK0 is about q, and the following hold:

• CERTAINTY(q,FK) ≤FO
m CERTAINTY(q,FK0); and

• if (q,FK) has no block-interference, then (q,FK0) has no block-interference.

Proof of Lemma 39.
Proof of the second item. Let P be a set of non-primary-key positions concerning some relation name that appears
in q. We claim that P is obedient over (FK, q) if and only if it is obedient over (FK0, q). This is sufficient for the
second item, since the query q is not modified in the reduction.

Assume first that P is obedient over (FK, q). Since R[i] → S is of type d
str
→ d (with respect to FK), it follows that

(R, i) /∈ PFK. In particular, it holds that PFK = PFK0
. By Theorem 7 we obtain that P is obedient over (FK0, q).

Assume then that P is obedient over (FK0, q). If PFK = PFK0
, then, analogously to the previous case, P is obedient

over (FK, q). Finally, we show that the case PFK 6= PFK0
cannot occur. To this end, assume, for the sake of

contradiction, that PFK 6= PFK0
holds true. It must be the case that (R, i) ∈ PFK0

and (S, 1) /∈ PFK0
. But then,

since q is aboutFK, we note that (S, 1) and (R, i) are occupied by the same variable in q. This violates Theorem 7 (III),
contradicting the assumption that P is obedient over (FK0, q). This concludes the proof of the claim and thus that of
the second item.

Proof of the first item. We show the following:

(A) if db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK), then db is a “no”-instance of
CERTAINTY(q,FK \ {R[i] → S}); and

(B) if db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK \ {R[i] → S}), then db is a “no”-instance of
CERTAINTY(q,FK).

Note that the reduction is the identity.

Proof of (A) Assume db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK). There is a repair r of db (with respect to

foreign keys in FK and primary keys) that falsifies q. Clearly, r |= FK \ {R[i] → S}. Let r∗ be a database instance
such that r∗ �db r and r

∗ is consistent with respect to foreign keys in FK \ {R[i] → S} and primary keys. Thus,

r ∩ db ⊆ r
∗ (15)

r
∗ ⊆ r ∪ db (16)

It suffices to show r
∗ 6|= q. Assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a valuation θ over vars(q) such that

θ(q) ⊆ r
∗. By (16), θ(q) ⊆ r ∪ db.

Let θ(q) \ r = {A1, A2, . . . , Aℓ}. Since r 6|= q, we have ℓ ≥ 1. By (15), no Ai is key-equal to a fact in r ∩ db. Then,
by Lemma 21, r is not a repair, a contradiction.

Proof of (B) Suppose the S-atom is of the form S(s,~t).
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Assume db is a “no”-instance of
CERTAINTY(q,FK \ {R[i] → S}).

There is a repair r0 of db (with respect to foreign keys in FK \ {R[i] → S} and primary keys) that falsifies q. Let r1
be the database instance obtained from r0 as follows:

Chase step: if some R-fact R(a1, . . . , ak, ak+1, . . . , an) in r0 is dangling with respect to R[i] → S, then

insert an invented S-fact S(ai,~b), for some sequence~b of fresh constants. Note that R = S is possible given
k = 1.

We first show that r1 is irrelevantly dangling (with respect to (db,FK, q)). As per Definition 29, we need to show that
whenever a fact A = T (b1, . . . , bk, bk+1, . . . , bn) ∈ r1 is dangling in r1 for a foreign key T [i] → U ∈ FK, then P
contains (T, i) and is disobedient over FK and q, where PA is defined as the set of non-primary-key positions (T, j)
such that bj is orphan in db ∪ r1 and does not belong to const(q).

Note that the facts added by the chase step are the only facts of r1 that can be dangling. Suppose B = S(a,~b) is
dangling for S[i] → T ∈ FK. By construction, the set PB consists of all non-primary-key positions of S. This readily
implies that PB is disobedient, because we know that S is disobedient. Moreover, S[i] → T is strong, since FK
contains only strong foreign keys. Consequently, (S, i) ∈ PB . Furthermore, we note that r1 clearly satisfies all the
primary keys. We conclude that r1 is irrelenvantly dangling,

Define r as r1 if r1 is a pre-repair. Otherwise, let r be any pre-repair of db over FK and q such that r ≺∩
db

r1. We
show that r 6|= q. Assume toward contradiction that this is not the case. Let θ be a valuation such that θ(q) ⊆ r.

First we note that
θ(q) ∩ (r1 \ r0) = ∅, (17)

i.e., θ(q) does not contain any fact that has been added by the chase step. Indeed, if S(a,~b) is such a fact, then ~b
lists orphan constants of r1, each of which not appearing in q. The terms occupying the non-primary-key positions of

S(~s, tk+1, . . . , tn) however cannot be orphan variables of q, since this atom is disobedient. It follows that S(a,~b) is
irrelevant for q in r1.

Note that r ⊆ r1 ∪ db. Hence we obtain by (17) and θ(q) ⊆ r that

θ(q) ⊆ r0 ∪ db. (18)

Since r0 6|= q, we find a fact A ∈ θ(q) \ r0. By (17) we obtain that A /∈ r1, whence A ∈ r ∩ db. Moreover, r cannot
have been defined as r1, whence r �db r1. In particular, we have r0 ∩ db ⊆ r1 ∩ db ⊆ r ∩ db. Since A ∈ r

and r |= PK, this means that r0 ∩ db contains no fact that is key-equal with A. Hence, and by (18), we conclude
by Lemma 21 that r0 is not a repair. This leads to a contradiction, by which we conclude that r 6|= q. Since r is a
pre-repair of db over FK and q, we conclude by Theorem 32 that there exists a repair of db over FK falsifying q.
This concludes the proof of (B). The proof of Lemma 39 is now concluded.

E.3.3 Removal of d
str
→ o Foreign Keys

Finally, we show two lemmas for removing strong foreign keys of type d
str
→ o. Lemma 40 deals with queries q such

that vars(F ) 6= ∅ for every F ∈ q. Lemma 45 deals with queries containing an atom F with vars(F ) = ∅.

Lemma 40 (Type d
str
→ o). Let q be query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of foreign keys about q. Following Lemmas 36, 37,

and 39, assume that all foreign keys in FK are strong and of type d
str
→ o. Assume the following:

1. for every F ∈ q, key(F ) 6= ∅;

2. (q,FK) has no block-interference; and

3. the attack graph of q is acyclic.

Let N [i] → O belong to FK (and therefore, by our previous assumption, qFK
O = {O}). Let q0 = q \ {O} and

FK0 = FK \ {N [i] → O}. Then, FK0 is about q0, and the following hold:

• CERTAINTY(q,FK) ≤FO
m CERTAINTY(q0,FK0);

• (q0,FK0) has no block-interference; and
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• the attack graph of q0 is acyclic.

Proof of Lemma 40. That FK0 is about q0 follows by Lemma 34. This implies

FK[→ O] = {N [i] → O}. (19)

Since O is obedient and all foreign keys are strong and of type d
str
→ o, it follows FK[O →] = ∅.

Concerning foreign keys outgoing N , we can write

FK[N →] = {N [i] → O1, . . . , N [i] → Om}. (20)

That is, only the ith position of N has outgoing foreign keys. For this, assume toward contradiction that N [j] → O′ ∈
FK, where i 6= j. Denote by PN the non-primary-key positions of N . By the hypothesis of the lemma statement,

N [i] → O ∈ FK is a non-block-interfering strong foreign key of type d
str
→ o. By the assumptions that key(F ) 6= ∅

for every F ∈ q, and that FK is about q, the ith term of N is a variable. In particular, this variable belongs to

V = {v ∈ vars(q′) | K(q) 6|= ∅ → {v}}. (21)

We conclude that conditions (1) and (2) of block-interference hold true for N [i] → O. But then, conditions (3a) and
(3b) of block-interference must both be false. Recall that (3a) being false means that PN \ {(N, i)} is obedient. Now,
the exact same reasoning as above can be repeated for N [j] → O′. We conclude that PN \ {(N, j)} is likewise
obedient. But then Corollary 8 implies that PN is obedient, since we assumed that i 6= j. In particular, N is an

obedient atom, contradicting the assumption that N [i] → O is of type d
str
→ o. We conclude by contradiction that only

the ith position of N can have outgoing foreign keys.

Before proceeding with the proof, let us make some observations about the N -atom of q. We established that the
non-primary-key position (N, i) is occupied by a variable. Since all the remaining non-primary-key positions of N
are obedient and do not have outgoing foreign keys, they must be occupied by orphan variables of q. We conclude that

the N -atom is of the form N(~t, yk+1, . . . , yn) over a sequence of terms ~t and variables yk+1, . . . , yn, of which those
in {yk+1, . . . , yn} \ {yi} are orphan.

Concerning variable yi, let us turn back to condition (3b) of block-interference. Since this condition is false for the

foreign key N [i] → O, the variable yi is not connected to any variable listed in ~t in GV (q
′), for V defined in (21) and

q′ := q \ {N(~t, yk+1, . . . , yn)}. (22)

Observe that V = vars(q′) by the assumption that key(F ) 6= ∅ for every F ∈ q.

Proof of the third item. Easy.

Proof of the second item. Follows by Lemma 34.

Proof of the first item. Let db be a database instance that is input to CERTAINTY(q,FK). We define db0 as the
smallest database instance satisfying the following two conditions:

• for every relation name R that occurs in q such that R /∈ {N,O}, db0 contains all R-facts of db; and

• Relevance restriction: for the relation name N , db0 includes all (and only) those N -blocks of db that contain
at least one fact that is not dangling with respect to FK[N →].

Clearly, db0 ⊆ db. The following claim has an easy proof.

Claim 41. Every repair of db with respect to foreign keys in FK and primary keys contains an N -fact from every
N -block of db0.

It suffices to show the following:

(A) if db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK), then db0 is a “no”-instance of
CERTAINTY(q \ {O},FK \ {N [i] → O}); and

(B) if db0 is a “no”-instance of

CERTAINTY(q \ {O},FK \ {N [i] → O}),

then db is a “no”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK).
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Proof of (A) Assume that db is a “no”-instance of the problem CERTAINTY(q,FK). We can assume a repair r

with respect to foreign keys in FK and primary keys such that r 6|= q.

We construct r0 from r by applying the following steps:

Deletion step 1: First, delete from r all N -facts that are not in db0, and delete all O-facts.

Deletion step 2: Then, for each N [i] → O′ in FK[N →], delete all O′-facts of r \ db that are no longer referenced
by an N -fact.

For example, assume a query with atoms atom N(x, y), O(y), and O′(y), together with foreign keys N [2] → O and

N [2] → O′. A repair r may (i) share, with the input database instance db, the facts N(a, 2) and O(2), and (ii) invent
a fresh fact O′(2) not in db. If the former two facts are deleted in the first step, then the latter fact is subject to deletion
in the second step.

Since FK[→ N ] = ∅, it follows that r0 satisfies foreign keys in FK \ {N [i] → O} and primary keys. By Claim 41,
r0 contains an N -fact from every N -block in db0. By construction, r ∩ db0 ⊆ r0 ⊆ r.

We show
r0 6|= q \ {O}. (23)

Assume for the sake of contradiction that r0 |= q \ {O}. Then there is a valuation µ over vars(q \ {O}) such that
µ(q \ {O}) ⊆ r0 ⊆ r. Let N(a1, . . . , an) be the N -fact of µ(q). Since r satisfies N [i] → O, it contains a fact of the
form O(ai, ). Since the O-atom is obedient, µ can be extended to a valuation µ+ over vars(q) such that µ+(q) ⊆ r,

contradicting r 6|= q.

Let r∗0 be a database instance, consistent with respect to foreign keys in FK \ {N [i] → O} and primary keys, such
that and r

∗
0 �db0

r0. That is,

r0 ∩ db0 ⊆ r
∗
0 (24)

r
∗
0 ⊆ db0 ∪ r0 ⊆ db ∪ r (25)

It suffices to show r
∗
0 6|= q \ {O}. Assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a valuation θ over vars(q \ {O})

such that θ(q \ {O}) ⊆ r
∗
0. By (25), θ(q \ {O}) ⊆ db ∪ r. Since r |= N [i] → O and since the O-atom is obedient, θ

can be extended to a valuation θ+ over vars(q) such that θ+(q) ⊆ db ∪ r.

Since r0 6|= q \ {O}, there must be a fact A ∈ θ(q \ {O}) such that A 6∈ r0. By (25), A ∈ db0. Since, as argued
before, r0 contains an N -fact of every N -block of db0, applying (24) it can be seen that A cannot be an N -fact. We
now obtain that A ∈ θ+(q) \ r. Moreover, if r0 contains an atom A′ such that A′ ∼ A, then A′ /∈ db0 by (24). Hence,
we also obtain that r ∩ db contains no fact that is key-equal to A.

By Lemma 21, it is now correct to conclude that r is not a repair with respect to foreign keys in FK and primary keys,
a contradiction.

Proof of (B) Assume that db0 is a “no”-instance of the problem CERTAINTY(q \ {O},FK \ {N [i] → O}).

Among all repairs (with respect to foreign keys in FK \ {N [i] → O} and primary keys) of db0 that falsify q \ {O}
(there is at least one such repair), let r0 be one that ⊆-maximizes the set of N -facts that are not dangling in db with
respect to FK[N →]. Recall that in moving from db to db0, an N -block is removed only if all its facts are dangling
in db with respect to FK[N →]. Thus, db0 can contain N -facts that are dangling in db with respect to FK[N →].
It can be easily verified that r0 will contain a fact from every N -block in db0. The proof now constructs a repair of
db, called r, that falsifies q.

We construct r from r0 by applying the following steps:

Insertion step 1: First, insert into r0 all O-facts of db. Then, chase r0 with the foreign key N [i] → O. That is, if
there is a fact N(~a, bk+1, . . . , bn) that is dangling with respect to N [i] → O, then insert O(bi,~c) for some
sequence ~c of fresh constants.

Insertion step 2 Consider every N -block of db that is not in db0. If, due to the insertions in the previous step, one
fact of such N -block is no longer dangling with respect to FK[N →], then insert a fact from that block.

By construction, r is consistent with respect to foreign keys in FK primary keys.

Claim 42. r 6|= q.
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Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that there is a valuation θ over vars(q) such that θ(q) ⊆ r. Let
N(~a, bk+1, . . . , bn) be the (unique) N -fact in θ(q). Since r0 6|= q \ {O}, we observe that the fact N(~a, bk+1, . . . , bn)
does not belong to db0 and was inserted in Insertion step 2. Thus, every fact in the block N(~a, ∗) is dangling in db

with respect to FK[N →]. Then, there is a fact N(~c, pk+1, . . . , pn) ∈ r0 ∩ db0 such that

1. N(~c, pk+1, . . . , pn) is dangling in db with respect to FK[N →]; and

2. we have bi = pi (since FK[N →] is of the form (20)). Informally, due to N(~c, pk+1, . . . , pn) ∈ r0, we
insert, in Insertion step 1, the invented fact O(pi) which in turn entails the insertion, in Insertion step 2, of

N(~a, bk+1, . . . , bn).

By our choice of r0, there is a fact N(~c, dk+1, . . . , dn) that is not dangling in db with respect to FK[N →], and a
valuation µ over vars(q) such that

µ(q \ {O}) ⊆ (r0 \ {N(~c, pk+1, . . . , pn)}) ∪ {N(~c, dk+1, . . . , dn)}. (26)

Recall that the N -atom of q is of the form N(~t, yk+1, . . . , yn) over a sequence of terms ~t and variables yk+1, . . . , yn,
of which those in {yk+1, . . . , yn} \ {yi} are orphan. We define a valuation γ over vars(q \ {O}) as follows. Let
γ(yj) = pj for j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n} \ {i}. For u ∈ vars(q \ {O}) \ ({yk+1, . . . , yn} \ {yi}), let

γ(u) =

{

θ(u) if u is connected to yi in GV (q
′)

µ(u) otherwise

Recall that V and q′ have been defined in (21) and (22). In particular, GV (q
′) is the standard Gaifman graph of q′ since

V = vars(q′).

It can now be seen, by θ(q) ⊆ r and (26), and by the fact that r and r0 are identical over all relation names except N
and O, that γ(q \ {O,N}) ⊆ r0.

Next we show that γ(N(~t, yk+1, . . . , yn)) = N(~c, pk+1, . . . , pn). Note first that if any primary-key position of

atom N(~t, yk+1, . . . , yn) is occupied by a constant, the same constant must occupy the same position also in
N(~c, pk+1, . . . , pn); the reason is that N(~c, dk+1, . . . , dn) is a relevant fact by (26) and since r0 6|= q \ {O}. Anal-

ogously we see that if a primary-key position in N(~t, yk+1, . . . , yn) is occupied by a variable x, then the constant
µ(x) must occupy this position in N(~c, pk+1, . . . , pn). Having established earlier that yi is not connected in GV (q

′)

to any variable listed in ~t, we furthermore obtain that γ(x) = µ(x). Concerning the non-primary-key positions, we
note that γ(yi) = θ(yi) since yi is vacuously connected to itself. Since N(~a, bk+1, . . . , bn) is the (unique) N -fact
in θ(q), and since bi = pi, we obtain that γ(yi) = pi. Moreover, we have specifically imposed that γ(yj) = pj for

j ∈ {k+1, . . . , n} \ {i}. We conclude from all these remarks that γ(N(~t, yk+1, . . . , yn)) = N(~c, pk+1, . . . , pn). See
Example 43 for an illustration.

Since N(~c, pk+1, . . . , pn) ∈ r0, we have established that γ(q \ {O}) ⊆ r0, contradicting our assumption that r0 is a
repair that falsifies q \ {O}. This proves the claim that r 6|= q.

Example 43. Assume that q = {Y (y), N(x, y, u), O(y)} with foreign key N [2] → O. Note that u is an orphan
variable. Let

db =

Y y

d1

N x y u
c d1 d2
c p1 p2
a p1 b2

O y

d1

We obtain:

db0 =
Y y

d1

N x y u
c d1 d2
c p1 p2

The following repair r0 is the only repair of db0 falsifying {Y (y), N(x, y)}:

r0 =
Y y

d1

N x y u
c p1 p2

In particular, µ = {x 7→ c, y 7→ d1, u 7→ d2} would be a satisfying valuation for a repair containing N(c, d1, d2). We
obtain r from r0 as follows:

r =
Y y

d1

N x y u
c p1 p2
a p1 b2

O y

d1
p1
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We have that r is a repair of db that falsifies q. In particular, the fact N(c, p1, b2) cannot be used for making the query
true.

To finish the proof, we make the following claim.

Claim 44. r is a repair of db with respect to foreign keys in FK and primary keys.

Proof sketch of Claim 44. By Claim 41, there exists a repair of db with respect to foreign keys in FK and primary
keys that contains all N -facts of r0. The inventedO-facts inserted in Insertion step 1 are needed to satisfy {N [i] → O}.
The N -facts inserted in Insertion step 2 all belong to db.

Assume there is a repair s of db with respect to foreign keys in FK and primary keys that contains more N -facts of
db. Then s would have to insert also invented fresh O-facts, and hence s and r would not be comparable by �db.

Finally, note that, since FK[→ N ] = ∅, the insertion of N -facts does not entail further insertions.

The proof of Lemma 40 is now concluded.

Lemma 45. Let q be query in sjfBCQ, and FK a set of foreign keys about q. Following Lemmas 36, 37, and 39,

assume that all foreign keys in FK are strong and of type d
str
→ o. Let N be an atom of q such that key(N) = ∅, and

let ~x be the variables of vars(N). Let b be an arbitrary constant, and ~b = 〈b, b, . . . , b〉, a sequence of the same length
as ~x. Let q0 = q \ qFK

N and FK0 = FK↾q0 . Then FK0 is about q0, and the following hold:

• CERTAINTY(q,FK) ≤FO
m CERTAINTY(q0[~x→~b],FK0);

• if (q,FK) has no block-interference, then (q0[~x→~b],FK0) has no block-interference; and

• if the attack graph of q is acyclic, then the attack graph of q0[~x→~b] is acyclic.

Proof of Lemma 45. Note that if FK[N →] = ∅, then qFK
N = {N}.

It is clear that FK0 = FK↾q0 is about q0 and thus about q0[~x→~b].

Proof of the third item. Easy.

Proof of the second item. Since all the foreign keys are of the form d
str
→ o, it follows that qFK

N = {N,O1, . . . , Om}
such that for all j ∈ [m], Oj is obedient and there is a foreign key of the form N [ij] → Oj ∈ FK. Consider the
following claim.

Claim 46. Let P be a set of non-primary-key positions concerning some relation name that appears in q0[~x→~b]. Then,

P is obedient over FK0 and q0[~x→~b] if and only if it is obedient over FK and q.

Proof of Claim 46. Suppose P is obedient over FK0 and q0[~x→~b]. We claim that PFK = PFK0
. For the sake contra-

diction, suppose this is not the case. Then we find a foreign key T [i] → U ∈ FK where (T, i) ∈ PFK0
and U ∈ qFK

N .
We show that this leads to a contradiction.

Suppose first that U = N . In this case, since FK is about q and (N, 1) is occupied by a constant in q, (T, i) must
be occupied by a constant in q. In particular, (T, i) is occupied by a constant in q0[~x→~b], since FK0 is about q0[~x→~b].

This contradicts the assumption that P is obedient over FK0 and q0.

Suppose then that U = Oj for some j ∈ [m]. For the same reason as above, (Oj , 1) cannot be occupied by a constant
in q. But then, it is occupied in q by some variable x listed in ~x. Since FK is about q, also (T, i) is occupied by x in
q. In particular, (T, i) is occupied by x in q0. However, due to obedience of P over q0 and FK0, no position of PFK0

can be occupied by the constant b in q0[~x→~b]. This implies that (T, i) in particular cannot be occupied by x in q0. Thus

we obtain a contradiction.

We conclude by contradiction that PFK = PFK0
. Since P is obedient over FK0 and q0[~x→~b], using Theorem 7 it

suffices to show that there is no variable occuring at a position of PFK and at a position of P co
FK in q. In particular,

we may restrict attention to those positions which appear in q but not in q0. That is, we only consider those variables
that occur at an N -position or an Oj-position, for j ∈ [m]. Note that these positions belong to P co

FK, which means
that these variables must not occur at positions of PFK in q. First, observe that ~x lists vars(N) ∪

⋃m
j=1 key(Oj) since
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FK is about q. Clearly, no variable from ~x may appear at a position of PFK in q, because then the constant b would
appear at a position of PFK0

in q0[~x→~b], contradicting obedience of P over q0[~x→~b] and FK0. Any remaining variable

y occurs in q at a non-primary-key position of some Oj . Since there are no foreign keys outgoing obedient Oj , such
a variable y must be orphan in q. In particular, y cannot occur at a position of PFK in q. This establishes that P is
obedient over FK and q.

For the other direction, suppose P is obedient over FK and q. The primary key positions of N must belong to P co
FK

since they are occupied by constants in q. Since the relation name associated with P is distinct from N , the non-
primary-key position of N must likewise belong to P co

FK. Using Theorem 7 (III), we observe that the variables listed
in ~x cannot occur in q at any position of PFK. Since PFK0

⊆ PFK, the same holds with respect to q0 and PFK0
. In

particular, the substitution of~b for ~x in q0 does not introduce constants at positions of PFK0
. It is now straightforward

to verify that all the conditions of Theorem 7 are preserved under q0[~x→~b] and FK0. We conclude that P is obedient

over FK0 and q0[~x→~b]. This concludes the proof of the claim.

We are now ready to prove that (q0[~x→~b],FK0) has no block-interference, assuming (q,FK) has no block-interference.

Toward contradiction, assume that this is not the case. Then, FK0
∗ contains a block-interfering (with respect to

(q0[~x→~b],FK0)) foreign key σ := N [j] → O for some atoms N(t1, . . . , tk, tk+1, . . . , tn) and O(tj , ~y) of q0[~x→~b].

Claim 46 now entails that, with respect to (q,FK), σ satisfies Definition 9 (1), and also Definition 9 (3a) if this holds
with respect to (q0[~x→~b],FK0). It remains to show that σ satisfies Definition 9 (2), and also Definition 9 (3b) if

this holds with respect to (q0[~x→~b],FK0). Let us denote the terms ti and tj of the remaining conditions by u and z,

respectively.

Concerning Definition 9 (2), we claim that z belongs to

V = {v ∈ vars(q) | K(q) 6|= ∅ → {v}}.

By the assumption that (q,FK) has no block-interference, we obtain that z belongs to

V0 = {v ∈ vars(q0[~x→~b]) | K(q0[~x→~b]) 6|= ∅ → {v}}.

To establish the claim, we can use similar reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 34. Indeed, assume toward contradiction
that z ∈ V0 \ V . Then K(q) |= ∅ → {z} and K(q0[~x→~b]) 6|= ∅ → {z}. It follows that any proof of K(q) |=

∅ → {z} must use either N or Oj , for some j ∈ [m]. The latter option can be discarded since the non-primary-
key positions of Oj are occupied by orphan variables which must be distinct from z. For the former option, since
key(N) = ∅ any (shortest) proof which uses N must be of the form (F1, . . . , Fm), where z ∈ vars(Fn), F1 = N , and

key(Fi+1) ⊆
⋃i

j=1 vars(Fj) for i ∈ [m − 1]. Because ~x lists vars(N), such a proof can be simulated in q0[~x→~b] by

(F1[~x→~b], . . . , Fm[~x→~b]), in which case z /∈ V0. This leads to a contradiction, showing that σ satisfies Definition 9 (2)

with respect to (q,FK).

Furthermore, as in Lemma 34, this implies that σ satisfies Definition 9 (3b) with respect to (q,FK) if the same holds
with respect to (q0[~x→~b],FK0). We omit further details for now.

Again, we obtain that σ is block-interfering in (q,FK), which contradicts our assumption. We conclude by contradic-
tion that (q0[~x→~b],FK0) has no block-interference, if (q,FK) has no block-interference.

Proof of the first item. Assume that the N -atom of q is N(~c,~t). Let db be a database instance that is input to
CERTAINTY(q,FK). If db contains no fact of the form N(~c, ), then db is obviously a “no”-instance. Otherwise,
if every fact in the block N(~c, ∗) is dangling with respect to FK[N →] (which can be tested in FO), then db is also a
“no”-instance. Indeed, in this case, there exists a repair that contains no fact of the form N(~c, ).

Assume from here on that db contains an N -fact N(~c,~b) that is not dangling with respect to FK[N →]. It can be seen

that every repair ofdb with respect to foreign keys inFK and primary keys will contain a fact from block(N(~c,~b),db).
Moreover, every fact of this block belongs to some repair. It can now be seen that the following are equivalent:

• db is a “yes”-instance of CERTAINTY(q,FK); and

• for every fact N(~c, ~d) in db, there is a valuation θ over vars(~x) such that θ(~t) = ~d and db is a “yes”-instance
of
CERTAINTY(q0[~x→θ(~x)],FK0).
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The latter test is in FO. Finally, since q is self-join-free, we have that

CERTAINTY(q0[~x→θ(~x)],FK0) ≤
FO

m CERTAINTY(q0[~x→~b],FK0).

We argue that we can always reduce to a problem in which b is the only constant used in a query. In the following,
a term is a variable or a constant. For every atom R(s1, . . . , sn) in q0[~x→θ(~x)], we replace every atom R(a1, . . . , an)

in db, with R(f(a1, s1), . . . , f(an, sn)), where f maps each pair of a constant and a term to a constant, such that
f(c1, t1) = f(c2, t2) if and only if c1 = c2 and t1 = t2 (i.e., f is injective) and for every constant c, we define
f(c, c) := b. The latter reduction is correct for conjunctive queries that are self-join-free. For example, if we replace
R(x, c) with R(x, b) in a query, then we replace every fact R(s, a) with R(s, f(a, c)), where f(a, c) can be seen as a
fresh constant, and we replace R(s, c) with R(s, b). This concludes the proof of Lemma 45.

E.4 Proof of Lemma 18

We can now give a proof of Lemma 18.

Proof of Lemma 18. Assume that the attack graph of q is acyclic and (q,FK) has no block-interference. We first
repeatedly apply the reduction of Lemma 36 to remove all weak foreign keys. Then we apply the reductions of Lem-

mas 37 and 39 to remove strong foreign keys of a type in {o
str
→ o, d

str
→ d}. Whenever the resulting query contains an

atom F such that key(F ) = ∅, we apply Lemma 45. Whenever every atom in the resulting query has a variable at some
primary-key position, we apply Lemma 40. Eventually, we have reduced to some problem CERTAINTY(q′′,FK′′)
with FK′′ = ∅, such that the attack graph of q′′ is acyclic. The latter problem is known to be in FO. The desired result
holds by induction on the number of reductions, since for every intermediate problem CERTAINTY(q′,FK′), it holds
that the attack graph of q′ is acyclic and (q′,FK′) has no block-interference.
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